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PREFACE

. .

The public library environment is the overriding constraint within which

bask strategy and pursuant tactics for the introduction of planned change

must take place. The Le(arners Advisory Service focused on effecting change

in basic management structure, from top administration to the on-line librarian.

Second-line managers constituted the most critical element for pr$ducing the
ff

desire g change \

This report presents the ideal solution's developed by the project team

for the implementation'pf the Learners Advisory Set- Vice. The central

questions facing project leaders were: How can the public library best

meet the needs of the adult independent learner? And, how ill the public

library leadership know that the adult 'independent learners' eed§ are, in

fact, being`met? Answers to these key questiOns necessitat d that the ser-
vice itself have bW1t-in research and evaluatiob collponents .

,,,,

This particular strategy represen\ ed a sulistahtial deviatioli from the norm
/ s ,

in that the research and evaluati (po cy) aspects of the Leatjners' Advisory
l

,Service are part of the ervice not a po riori after thoughts Essentially,

these components are intended to provide the rarians with on going nform-

ation for decision making. The actual tactics em ed in the ovision of

the Learners Advisory Service represented the,reality djustin to and compro-

mising with the given library environments encountered by e pr ject team

The constraints, were, for the, most part, the kinds normal obted.
Publie agencies in general, and public libraries in particular, t to hold

hostile attitude's towards both resear-ah-eld evaluation. As non2:p atit \institu-1

tions, composed heavily of "humanist",i-oriented individuals, the ubliC library
/is often extremely skeptical of those activities which seem scient fic. Librar-

ians at every level in the otganization resist the notion that the th ngs they do

be measured. Such an environment is not conducive to any continua ng data\.

.r ii i
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collection system. This situation would be true for the routine programs of

the library and it is compounded when the task involves the introduction of

innovations.

The Learners Advisory Service represents arl innovation in- a number of key

areas. However, the two most important ones deal with the nature of the ser-

vicevice itself and the 1adership responsibility, placed on the second-line admin-

istration',

Whether or not librarians would or could accept the Learners Advisory

Service as a legitimate activity of the public library constituted the most basic

constraint. The service itself is predicated on face-to-face, on-going advisory
encounters with learners . That is, the service is highly personal and added-on;

each meeting with the learne\ is intended tO build on the last one. Obviously,
el-

for that librarian whosis, in fact, more thing than person oriented, such a

service Can be very threatening.

The second key constraint area was one in which second-line-managers

(from assistant directors to adult service coordinators), holding-line andstaff
responsibilitie. were put in thespoiition of negdtiating the manner in which

the Learners Advisory ServiCe would be introduced into their library,. This re-

quirement placed them in the position of being Identified with an. renovation

which would hold, through the research and evaluation componwits, both

-`superiors and subordinates accountable for their actions:

The policy,questions raised throughout the three years of the project

have largely dealt with the human resource capacity to adAisi to the innovation.

The technical accomplishments of the *learner's advisors and the members of

the evaluation management teams -ha's been considerable. In the final analysis

the success of planned change Ali rest with the ability of the managerP of the

public library to overcome their people weaknesses .

. iv
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I. INTRODUCTION

4

Learners' Advisory Services are being offered to adult independent
i

Learners by major public library systems throughout the.country The 'purpose

of these services is to provide adult's with viable learning alternative to

formal clasSroom instnktion. The services are 'of two kinds, advisory and.

information support. Advisory. Services involve a libratian (learner' s-tdvisor)

and'a learner working together to. define learning goals, to delimit the learner's

content area of interest and to develop a learning plan to dssisi.thq learner

in meeting his/her learning .goals . Information Support Serv ices involve the,
proVision of materials / the development of study aids and the mating of

referrals either inside or outside the library. These informatiOft support
. .

services serve to implement the learning plan.. For a more cpmplete description

of thege services see Appendix A.
.The development of the Learner's Adliisory Service has required a three-

.

year effort'on the part of,the-participatin6 libraries. This effort has been

, - 1guided, supported and coordinated by .the Office of Library Independent Study
;z .

. and Guidance Projects, College*Entrance Ekamination Board . During the first
. .

year the kibrarces focused on 'sefvice planning and staff trajming. Service

planning was accomplished through program planning and evaluation groups

esta blishe t each library.' The'se grotips were composed of both.librarV

administrators and library staff; their function was to design services 'which

met the needs in their respective communities and to develop systems of form s.

and procedures for evaluating tirese.services. Staff training inv olVed pro-

viding potenttal learners' advisors,with an introdUCtion to the skills and

knowledges required it working with adult indepkdent learners, This training

was given by consultants engag ed by the Office of Library 3sltiel5endent
.

`Study.

'12
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The second year of the piogram was devoted to pilot testing the planned

'services. These pilot testing efforts generally involved offering services on
.

a small scale and applying a data collection, system for purposes of-description

and evaluation. Each library designed its own data collection system based on

individual assessments of the information needed by advisors to work with
.

learners and on the information needed by administrators to decisions

about continuing, modifying o1 expanding the service. Pilot testing results

led to identification of additional training needs for learners' advisors, 'stream-

lining of service delivery procedures and modifications to data collection and

evaluation systems. Overall, it was demonstrated that adult learnercQuld
be successfully served through the public library. Most of the nine libraries

designed additional training for their advisors to prepare them for continued

service provision'in,the future. A detailed discussion of service planning

and pilot testing is presented in Final Report Pact I: The Role of the PkAblic

Libraridult Independent Learning.'
There were two major outcomes of the pilot testing effort. First, there

was a recognition on the part of the libraries that provision of 1n-depth Ad-.
vlsory and InformationSupport Seryices was a viable and useful concept.

Second, there was a realization *hat a commonly shared system for describing

and evaluating these services woi id be-Of value. The third year of the program

was devoted to service expansion, to the development and use of a common

data collection syslem and to the disserrkination of information about service

...VA., planning and delivery to public libraries throughout the country. this report,

r Part II of the,Final Report will focus on these activities: Chapter II discusies

the development of a common data collection 'system, Chapter III presents the

1 .Mfor, -A: S.:Toro, J. 0., and DeProspb, E. R. Final Report Part I: The '-
R6itiCtif the-Publica Libraries in Adult Independent Learning: Colleg. Entrance-.
Examination. Board, New York, New York, January 1976.
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results of the aggregate data analysis, Chapter IV discusses policy implication,

Chapter V deals with short and long range dissemination efforts and Chapter VI

presents conclusions.
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II . THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DATA COLLECTION
AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

A. An Evaluation Framework

The need for a common framewOrk to guide the participating libraries in

data collection and project description was recognized as the service testing

phase was initiated. The purpose of the framework was. to provide a com-

prehensive set of data collection categories which would meet the information

needs of advisors working with, learners, of bervice planners monitoring ser-

vice performance, of library policy decision makers responsible for determining

the future of the service, and of librarians outside the system interested in

implementing similar services inftheir libraries . Further, it.was felt that

a common set of data categories would enhance communication among the

paiticipating librries,on key issues of service planning, testing and imple-

mentation..

The identification of data categQ s for*inclusion in the framework was

facilitated by a review of the dafa collection forms developed by each library

a.'nd through discussions with selected service planners and evaluators . the

finalized framework was composed of eleven data categories. Some.of these

categories,relate to characterizing the population of the community and the

learners attracted to the service, some relate to describing services and pro-

\
cedures for service delivery, some relate to evaluating.service cost and
effectiveness and some relate to describing service planning and management

activities . A description of each data category is presented in the following

sections .

1. Characterization of the Population
.

This category includes a demographic characterization of the com-

munity population in terms of age, sex, education, occupation and ethnic

background. In large urban areas where population characteristics differ by

neighborhood, descriptions, might be developed of population subgroups

15



served by various library branches . This inform4tion is useful.because it

proVides a basis for demographically conTparing /learners attracted to the

service with the general population of the Com unity. Discrepancies between

population and learner distributions may lead t5 considerations for future pro-

motional efforts . As an example, if there are proportionately fewer blue collar

workers who are learners than exist in the population, the library staff. may

wish to alter its promotional efforts to attract more blue collar workers . Some

questions concerning population characteristics include:

',i'VAThat is the age distribution of the population served by each
library agency? What proportion are adults?

- What is the educational level of the population served by each
library agency? What percentage compl%ed high school, have
some college, are college graduates, etc.?

What percentage of the population served by each library agency
is currently enrolled in a formal educational program (high school,
college, trade/vocational-school, by age group) ?

What is the distribution of jobs in the population served by each
library agency- Type of job by number of people employed in that
job? .

Are there any local membership organizations representing sub-
ject interests which help to further define the population for the
purposes.of your library?. If so, what are these groups and what4
is their Membership?

2 . Characterization of the Adult Indepen dA Learner

1_

This Category includes a description Of the demogi-aphib characteristics

of the ream ers as well as a characterization of the learners' project goals,

area of interest 'and learning styles . This information, is liseful.in helping the

advisor'know what to expect fromthg adult learner. If relationships exist

between demographic characteristics and learner project choices then advisors

may be able to make some preliminary plans towards assisting a new learner

based on his/her demography. Some of the questions associated with describ-

ing the learners are as follows:

6
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What is file age distribution?

What,is the distribution of educational background?

. Whatfis the distribution of jobs?

How do adult,independent learners using the library compare
with the° generarpopulation in age, education, vocation?k,

What kinds, of learning goals do the learpers using the library.
have? Do these goals relate in any way to age, education,

evocation of the learner?

What are the'content areas in whjch the learners are interested?
Are some content areas more popular than others? Do content
areas relate in any way to age, education, vocation of the
learner?

How long are the t)rojects a week, a month, etc.?

How and where do reamers prefer to learn?

'How Many learners haviir used the service?

What is the average number of contacts per learner?

What is the average length of time between contacts?
What projections can be made from the learners ;using the library
to the potential learners in the community? Can information ob-
tained about learriers using the services be generaliz-ed to cor-
responding segments of The population of the community?

6*

3. Characterization of the Advisor-Learner Interaction
4

This category involves a description of the tasks and procedures.

associated with offering the ,advisory service. The development of this

description requires an analysis of tasks engaged in by the advisor at each

meeting with the learner. Of particular interest are the, procedures used by

the advisor in assisting the learner in goal definition, in content selection

'and in learning plan development:* Such desCription has at lest two Positive

values: First, it serves tto identify procedures and techniques which relate

to successful advisory service provision; second, it provides a basis for

identifying future training needs. Some specific questions associated with

this description include:

17
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.' What methods are emplbyed by the. advisor in working with the
learner to deVelop a learning plan? , ,

-' ,

4 How can the first meeting between the *learner and the advisor be
charatterized? What does the advisor do? What kind of informa-'
tion is he/she tryirg to .obtain from the learner? Has the advisor.,

" 9developed a more or less standardiped approach to the learner?
What can be expected of the learner in the first meeting?

How w uld subsequent sessions with the learner be characterized?
Who oes what? What is the rple of.the advisor? What, is the role

, of th learner? , ' . -

i ,: i ,

How.are subsequent sessions arranged by the erner, by the
advisor?

, What is,the average length of a session?.
4. Characterization of the Advisory ServJce Community Organization

Cooperation 1""

This category involves a .description of the develOpment and operation

f referral services . ItAwas felt that the referral services shOuld be, described

n detail because all participating libraries had included it as an information

support service. The deScription of the .3teps required to develop this Support

sertice will be useful to other libraries showing an interest in establishing a
similar service. Information concerning the operation and effectiveness of

. i .
, .

the sevice will-be useful to martagers and policy makers who must decide the
future of the ,service. Some of the key questions involved in describing the
service development are:

vvriat criterta were used to select, organizations to participate-in
the referral system?

What procedures were used for establi hing.cooperative arrange-
ments? How were contactSvmade? Were meetings required?
Were specific individuals in the orqa ization selected to receive
referrals from the library? Are costs involved in obtaining cooper-
ation? Doesthe organization prefer to work through the library or
directly with the learner? Will referrals also be made to the library.

'What procedures were used to insure that coo peration continues?

r,,
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How Were files formatted and set up to identify appropriate agenci s
for the learner? What are the updating procedures?

How much personnel time is needed to develop a referral system?

Questions related to describing the operation and effeCtiveness of the se ice
k

include:

How many or what proportion of the learners expressed needs
could best be met (in judgment of librarian) through a referral
service?

How were appointments made? By advisor? By learne?? With
a specific person at the organization?

How frequently (average) are referral appointments kept by'the
learner?

What are procedures for following up the progress of the learner to
see if referral was coMpleted, how it went, etc.? How are referrals
evaluated? How does the library maintain contact with the learner?

5. Characterization of Internal Functions and Procedures

This category iniolves a description of the procedures used and

files developed for effectively linking learner needs with services and for

documenting the services proyidfd. There is some overlap between the in-

formation required in this description and the characterizations developed of

advisor tasks and referral service Operation. However, additional fact6rS

are considered in terms of recording forms, the flow of information from the

beginning to the end of a learning project, the steps associated with providing
librarfy resources and the type of coordinatiOn needed between different staff

members working to support the same learner! Questions associated with this

description are as follows:
What are the specific tasks to be accomplished by learners, ad-
visors, support staff?
What procedures are used to facilitate cooperation when more than
'one staff member is involyed in assisting a learner?

W hat forms and files have been set up to keep track of what happens
to a learner as he/she progresses through his/her learning project?
Is this information easily accessible tb the learner, to the library
staff working with the learner?

I
9
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6. Characterization of the Services

The category includes a description of advisory and information

support services provided to adult independent learners and the frequency with

which each type of service was provide) to identifiable, user groups . Of
.

particular interest is a discussion of modifications to initially desig4d ser-

vices based on experiences with learners and the addition .of new services
,

_ resulting from learner demands . It is important to specify why certain planned

services were not offered w ith expected frequency. One possible reason

might be lack of preparation on the part of advisors; another reason 561.ght be

an incomplete needs assessment prior to service design. Specific questions

associated with service description include:

What services were initially designed for the ,learner?

What services were added as a result of learner need?

What modifications were made to services as service testing
progressed?

. What was the demand level for each service? How many learners
use it more than once?

Cs.

How many referrals were made? How many;bibliographies were
.used? How many study guides were created? How many library
materials were recommenced"?

7. Characterization of Service Effectiveness and Efficiency.

This category describes the effectiveness of advisory and information

support services as judged by learners and advisors . Although these measures

may be subjective, they can be extremely useful if obtained On a continuous

basis. Evaluations of each service can be made at the time the service

is provided as well as at project completion. Specific evaluations ate of
particular value to advisors in adjustingrkervices as a project progresses. A
second area in which evaluation is important is the efficiency of service

Adelivery. Evaluations in this area are qUantative in that they deal with such

10
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issues as the time required to proviiicle a service. Some questions, relating

ito effectiveness and efficien,cy are listed below:

How useful was each service_ provided to each learner?

What was the4overall feeling of learners regasit4,ing the value/
usefulness of the library's assistance in planning and conduct-
ing en independent study project?

What was the overall feefirig of the learner's advisor regarding
the usefulness of the services provided to each learner? .

to What percentage of initially recommended materials was rigt
available on-site?
How much time Was required to get ma erials tb the learner from
the on-site collection? From other re ources? How much time was
required for library staff to coordinat in providing a service?
Were thee time lags acceptable to the( learner? Should proced'ures
be altered to shorten service delivery time? 4

How much time was required to make a referral (average,, rai-Cle) ?

8.. Charactetization of the Service Costs if"

ThiS category includes a description of personnel time and material

costs associated with service pr(Msion. The description of perso,nnel time

focuses on how all: le-gels of personnel involved in providing a service alloc'ate
.4

th,eir.time,to various aspects of diagnosing learning needs, developing learning

plans, selecting and prOsviding support services, documenting services and

evaluating services. Material costs involves a detailing-of-funds required
.

for such support services as inter - library loan, material purchase, photo-

copy=ing, etc . Cost information provides an important input into theidecision

of whether a*service should be offered in the future in its current form. The
.

, ..

other major inputs to this decision are the demand leVel for the service and

the judged effectiveness b the Servierby both

two questign areas associaAd with coseate::

What_proportion of professional, paraprofessional and clerical
time wai spent on-each task, e.g., working with the learner -
by seSsion, preparing. individually tailored study guiOes,elocat-

. ing materials from other resources, following up a referral, etc.)?

rners and advtsos. The

11
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- - -
Were therp 411`Y costs associated with referral, charges:inter-
library loan, equipment rental, acquiring new Materialslor the
collectibn, photocopying, `eic.? :

9 . Charactrization of Communications Campaiern

This category involves a de,scription of tl prOmotional waterials

veloped and used to attract adults' to lie service . IGIateriaIs created by the

National Office'for use by all participating libraries can be compared with

locally designed materials in terms of purpose, coverag'e,,rnedig,,, frequency'

of use and effectiveness in attracting potential learners. Information on the
relative effectiveness of each promofionail form in bringing _learners of dif-

.
ferent age, educational level and occupation in contact with the service will

provide a basis for making judgments about future prombtional efforts. Another

input to decisions about promotional efforts is the comparison,between the

demographic-distribution of the community and the learners using the service:

Some specific questions for describing and evaluating the promotional

,campaign are as follows:

What was the purpose of the national putlicity,? The local
Publicity?
What was the ,dontent of the national pUblicity? The local
publicity?'
What media were used for disseminating information? Were some
media more effective'than others in attracting independent
learners to the library?
How frequently were promotional messageS run in each of the
media? )k

at are the characteristics of the independent learners attracted
y the publicity? Are these the leafners fa' whin the promotional

material was targeted?

. e learners representative of the communitlr.or are some groups
being attracted while others are not?

(
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10. Characterization of the Project Management Structure

This category involves a description of the project management

structure and the 'relationship of this structure to planning, development,

testing, and implementation actiyities. Spedifically, description foduSes

on planning group organization and on changes in this organization
for purposes of monitoring and evaluating service testing and implementation.

Such description highlights those aspects of management structure

which led, to success in each phase from planning through implementation.

Questions in this area include:
How was project management set up within the library during the
initial planning phase? How are members of the planning group

- selected? Has this structure changed for testing, implement-
ation?
Who is responsible for overseeing the provision of the services
during the service tes6mplementation? How are decisions
made about modifying services, changing procedures, etc.?

A Do procedures exist for sharing information and problems among
the learners advisor,;? What are these procedures?

"What,are the procedures for insuring that prpject mariagemerit has
adequate and timely data for making decisions about serVices.Aor
monitoring service efficiency and effectivene'gs?

11 . Charac terization of the Training

This category involves a descriptiojof the Nationatand local training

programs and the value for project managers and learner advisors. Characterization S,
, .

of local training efforts for learners advisors includes descriptions of the pro-
..

cedures for deriving training requirementS from the tasks of the advisor and the

skills, knowledges and attitudes requi #ed tb perform each task effectively.
description of advisor tasks in interacting with the learner and in performing

other service functions provideean important inpqt. Questions to be addresSed

in this area are as follows:
What was the effect of training provided by the national office on
developing service plans? On providing service during testing
and implementation?

13
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What'additional.training was needed in each library for manage-
ment to insure successful adult ihdependent learner services?
For learner advisors?

How was additional ti'ainingprovided? By whop? On what
schedule, etc.?
How did.training affect attitudes? Performance?

Are there certain sets of skills, knowledges ancratfitudes that are .

more appropriate as guides to selection of advisors than to,de-
velopment of training?

B . Application of the Evaluation Framework

There are two types of data Categories in the evaluation framewcirk . The

first type includes those categories which describe planning, management,

training and stem operating procedUret . Sources of data.,for these descrip-

,tiOns-a?6planning documents, training outlined, procedural interviews with

managers and advisors, and direct observation of service provision. The pur-

pose of such description is to provide ,an historical record of how the service

4e-

was developed, how the training was conducted and how the system operates

to diagnose needs-and link responsive services to those needs. Once these
descriptions are completed they are relatively fixed, requiring.updating only

when modifications are made or new services are planned and provided.

Part I of the Final Report contains the libraries' characteritations,of manage-
.

ment structure, service delivery procedures and training program design.

The second type includes categories whichAesCribe learners, services,.

service effectiveness, service cost and the value of promotional efforts .

Data sources for these categories are the learners, and the advisors; .

descriptionssesult. from records kept,by advisors on'learners as they progress

through their learning projects . This information is. dynamig continually

changing as each new learner is'added to the service. AdVlsors use such
\information to assist them in working with individual learners; managers,and-

PoliCy makers use accumulated. statistics on service effectiveness and cost

14
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. to assist them in decisions on allocation of personnel, level of service, and
. ...

need for additional 'training . It'is this second set of data categories -which'
. .

has formed the oasis for the common data collection and evaluation system.
-\

1. The Common\Data.Collection and Evaluation System

The first step in developing the common data-collection system was to
..; ,

design a: set of standardized forms to be used by each library. The selection

of specific questions to, be included on these forms was guided bi, the evalu-
fr

ation framework and by'the 'experieriCes of the libraries in collecting data in

th e categories during service testing. Seven forms resulted: Interview,

Progress Report, Progress Evaluation Interview, Materials Worksheet, Referral
. .

Worksheet, -- Learner's Evaluation, and Advisor's Evaluation (see Appendix B).
-., The Interview, Progress Report and Progress Evaluation Interview forms were

designed around the steps taken by the advisor in working with the learner.

The Interview form was used in the first learner contact, the Progress Report
.

was used for all subsequent contacts, the Progress, Evaluation Interview'was

used at various stages in the learning project to obtain interim assessments
,

of service usefulness from the learner. The purp2se of the Materials and
Referral Worksheets was to provide a detailed record of specific materials ,

- -N
given and actions taken for each learner. The Learner and Advisor'Evaluation

forms were used to obtain final assessments of completed projects.
The secondstep in developing the common data collection system was to

* create a set of corr4titer programs to summarize and analyze the data col-

- lected by the libraries : The decision to use a centralized,computer analysis
4 was based on three reasons. First, it. allowed each library to directly com-

pare its results will:I.the results obtained for all-of the Libraries. Second, it

provided a means for examining possible relationships between learner char"-

acteristics and the types of learning projects selected'. Such analysis would

be difficult to accomplish on a manual basis. Third, by combining result from

all libraries, it provided a more extensive database for characterizing the
. ,

r
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on ,

learners, the learning projects, the services and the judged usefulness of

services .
, -

The specific categories of inforgeation.included on

The Learnerinto four profiles for purposes of analysis:

the forms were'ocuped

PrOfile; the ServiCe

Profile, the Institutional Profile andthe CommuniCations Profile. The Learner.

Profile corresponds to characterization of the learner in the,evaluation frame-
,

work, the Service Profile corresponds to characterization of service arid service
a

effectiveness, the Institutional Profile corresponds to characterizatik of ser-
vice cost and the Communicatrbns Profile Corresponds to characterization of

the communications campaign. Table 1 presents the single arid combined data

categories used in developing the Learner Profile. 'These dategories>have been

divided into six grolips. The first group describes the J.Jaarriers in terms of

demoiraphic characteristics. The purpose of this analysts is tciobtain.a gen:-
, ..

1-=

eral picture of who the learners are in terms of sex,occupation, age and edui

cationai bdckgiounel, and to 'determine if they are residents of the areas serviced

by the library. The second group deals with an analysis of conibinations of

demographic characteristics. InIthis analysis,,male and feitiale learners are
4

compared on occupation, educational level and age. Additionally, prior library

use patterns (frequency) of learners are characterized and thepossibilities of
relationships existing between these use patterns and the demographic back-

.-
ground characteristics of learners are examined. The third group of data

categories is project characteristics; these categories describe learning goals,

areas of interest, learner's background in the selected area of interest anckthe *
. -

kinds of changes made by the learner in the scope of the ptoject as it progresses,.

This description provides.an overview of project'choices made by the learners

and shows 'the relative frequency with which 'learners are selecting each learning

goal and each interest are.. The fourth group contains combinations of data

categories which examine the possibilities of-relationships betweerflearning

goals, learning areas- of interest and the demographic tharacterfstics of the

t

-
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Table 1. Adult Learner Profile
.

1/4 Data Categories
. /

,

Questions ,
Demographic Characteristics

-

,
How are learners rstributed on each
characteristic (age, 'sex, etc..) ?

.

_

,
i*

4-:.,..

(Separately) -

.
, Sex
Residence
Occupation . ,

Age
Education -t

.
. bemographic Characteristics

, .
,

... '

Do male and female learnersthave
different occupations, educational
backgrounds, age .ranges ?

(Combinations)

Sex x Occupation
:------.____.--------Sex x Education

Sex x Age -

Project Library Use x Other, Library
,.

i: Use
Project Library. Use x Library Card

..

How many learners are new library
users'?

1

How doe-t-library use relate to
= having a library card?"

Project Lib ry s.ed.x Occupation
i Project Libra Use x Education

etProject Library Use x Agg1/4._
:Project Library Use x Sex

Is library use related to age, sex, V

occupation, education of the learner?
Who are the new users?

,
.

Project Characteristics (Separately)
. .

,

; ,

HoW, are learners distributed or}
each project characteristics?

-
. ,

Learn'ing Goals ,,

Areas of Interest .

c Learners Background
Changes in Project Scope

, 0 ,

Project and Demographic Character-
k .

Are learning goals, and areas of in-
terest related? (e.g., ,Learners with
a credit goal have similar areas of t,

,interest.that are different from learners
with a vocational goal.)

istics (Combination)

Learning Goal x Area of Interest 'c-

.

.

. . .

e
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.. Table 1 . Adult Learner Profile (Continued)
_

.

-.`Data ,CategOries/-
Questions

. . Z

Project-and bemckiraphic Character-
,

.

Do demographic characteristics re-
late to selection of goal? (e.g.,
Do learners between 25-34" select
similar goals that.are -different from
goals selected by other age groups?)

nstics (Combination). - Cont..

is' Learning Goal x Occupation
Learning Goal )(Age
Learning Goal x Education-
Learning Goal x Sex

Aiea of Interest X, Occupation.
Area of Intetespx Age
Area of Interest x Education
Area of Interest by Sex

Do demographic characteristics re-
late to selection of an area of in-
terest ?,

. ,

Learning Style Characteristics
.,

How and where do lea-fliers prefer to
learn? ,

(Separately)

Preferred Learning Method
Preferred Learning Location

Type of Contact How do learners contact service?

,,,e- Time Between Contacts (each
0 visit) .

.

What.is the average time between
contacts?

Project Length How long is the ayerage project?
. r.---..--, .

Style, Project and Demographic.
,

Do learners with no background need
more contacts with the' advisor than
learners with some background?'

Characteristics (Combination)

Background x Number of Cont'acts

. ,

Age x ,Location
Age x Method. ''

Does age relate to location and
learning method ? Do location and
In1:fiod relate?

Education' Location .

Education kg"Metho0

--

Does education relate to method and
location? Do learners with higher
education prefer books more than
learners with less education?

. ,...

18
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learner. The purpose of this analysis cs to deterMine whether choices about

learning projects can be predicted from a knolwedge of the demographic
.

characteristics of the learner (e.g., does the age of the learner influence

his/her selection of a learning goal?) The fifth grou g of data categories

,concerns.the learners' preferred learning styles --terms of how they like to

learn and whether they choose to contact th advisor in person or by telephone.

The results of this analysis point to the re' ative demand.for print media versus

audio and visual*media and to the number of learners preferring to use the

library as opposed to the home or classroom as a place to do their learning.

The last group in the learner profile deals with combinations of data categories

. which measure the possible relationships between preferred learning styles

and the learner's demographic characteristics t
table 2 presents the data categories included in the Service Profile. These

categories are divided into five groups. The first group relates' to-service
characteristics'and contains information on tir types of Advisory and Informa-

tion Support Sei-vices provided by the advisor'at each meeting with the learner.

The purpose of collecting and analyzing these data is to develop a picture of

how the services change as the learner progresses from the initial interview

through various stages of his/her learning project. The second group of data

categories concerns the learners' evaluations of specifiC referrals and

materials. These evaluations are obtained by the advisor'at the time the

learner has finished with a piece of material or completed a referral appoint-
.

ment . The third group, relates to the learners', evaluation of advisory and

information support services upon completion of the learning project. Here,

the learner is asked to evaluate, on a five point scale of satisfaction, the

usefulness of the lea er-advisor relationship, the adequacy of support ser-,
vices, and the overall usefulness of the experience with the library in meeting

his/her learning needs . These data are most important in measuring the ac-
,

ceptability"and usefulness Of the service. The fourth group deals with advisor

,

19
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Table 2:- Service Profile
.

Data Categories Questions .

Service Characteristics:

--..

' What advisory services are provided at
the first, second,. etc., meeting with the
-learner? Are goals being continually de-
fined, content altered or do these changes
occur in the beginning?

Advisory Services Provided
(each visit).

Information Support Service
ProVided (each visit)

_

. .

What is the frequency of each service?
Does the frequency change as a function
of the visit number? (e.g., more referrals
in the beginning .) .

-

Learners Specific Service
'

.
. .

does the learner feel about each
piece of materials provided?

Evaluations .
,.

Materials Useful

.

' Referrals Kept .
t

How many referral appointments are made
and how many are kept by the learner?

,Referral Usefulness How do learner's feel about each referral?

Learners Overall Service

,-:

How do learners feel about advisor avail-
ability, comfort, communication and learn-
ing plan development? ,

)
Evaluation

Learner Advisor Relationship
. -

Information Support Services . How do learners feel. about library hours,
facilities, materials, study aids, referrals ?s

Overall Satisfaction
, .

Were learners satisfied, would they use
service, again, recommend it?

Advisors Specific Service
..

'

What proportion of selected materials are.
available?

Evaluation

- Materials Available.

20
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Table 2. Service Profile (Continued)

Data Categories Questions
,

ServiceAdvisor' s Overall, Service
. __

, .

.
__

.

How do advisors feel about availability,
comfort, comnpniwtion and plan de-
velopment?

. Evaluations

Learner Advisor Relationship
.

Information Support Service
Ai

-Flow do advisors feel about materials,
study aids and referrals?:

Overall Satisfaction

.

How do advisors generally feel about
services they have provided to each .

learner? ,`.

evaluativs of specific material availability. These evaluatioris are made at

the time material is selected to meet alearner"s needs. Materials that are
not available are further characterized by "Not in the Collection" or "Not on

the Shelf ." The.fifth group includes advisor evaluations submitted at the end

o4,Iarning project. The adviSor evalliation categories are the same as those'

presented to the learner. These evaluations provide a general characterization
of the advisors' satisfaction with.the services they tire pro<riding.

The Institutional Profile is shown' in Table 3. The only data category in:-

cluded in the Institutional Profile is time to complete each interview with a

learner. The purpose of this information is ,to provide a firm -ba-grilde-deterfnin-

ing the amount of contact time required for a learner., Plans are presently

being carried out to expand this profile and includetime measurements on

other advisor task's such as searching for materials or preparing study aids.

Obtaining data on material cost still poses a problem. This is due to the

fact that there are no clear criteria for separating project costs from libraiy

costs.

31
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Table ,3. Institutional Profile

. Data Categories
,

, -
Questions

Advisor Time
., .

HoW much of the advisor's time is de-
voted to interviewing the learner? Is
more or less time required as the pro-
ject progresses? .-

Time to Complete Each .

Interview ..'
-

The Communications Profile is pictured in Table 4. The first part of this

profile is concerned with the relative effectiveness:of each form of service

publicity irk attracting learners to the service. Some examples of publicity in-

clude newspapers, radio, TV,' in-library displays. 'Ili& seCand part of the pro-
,

file examines possible differences in the kinds of learners attracted by each
A

NY

medium. This is accomplished through an analysis relating demographic char-
.

acteristics to ipromotional media . Information on frequency of use of each medium

has not.been included beCause.these data have been difficult ,to obtain.

Table 4 : Communications Profile

.

. , xi ,

Publicity Effectiveness (Separately)

How many learners are attracted by
each publicity medium?

,

PromOtional Media
, I

Publicity Effectiveness and Demo- .

-,

Is there a relationship between pro-
motional media and learner demo-
graphic characteristics? Areitdifferent
age groups attracted by different'
media? Are, learners with higher edu-
cation attracted morq often by news-
papers than learners with less educe-

.tion? Etc.
. .

r aphic Characteristics
(Combination)

Promotional Media x Occupation
Promotibnal Media x Edupation
PromotionalMedia x Age
Promotional Media x Sex

22
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2. Management of the Common Data Collection and Evaluation System

The Resea ch Study Group, composed of one representative from each of

the nine library s, was formed to oversee the-operation of the data collection

and evaluation s stem. These individua\s were responsible forgathering

informatiofi from a visors, coding information for computer input, analyzing

computer output an interpreting results as they applied to local situations .

The coded informatio provided by the libraries was processed and verified
by the representative t the Salt Lake City Library who also Worked closely

with a piOgrammer from the University of Utah in developing the computer

analysis. Data were summarized and analyzed on the computer every three

months. The outputs of this analysis included:

An aggregate summary of all nine libraries for each three month
. period .

. ,

' An aggregate cumulative summary of all nine libraries combining
three month periods to provide a 6- months, 9-months and 12-
months summary.

An'individual 'summary for each library for each three month period .

An individual cumulative summary for each library combining
three month periods to provide a -6-months, 9-months and 12-
months summary.

\.

. Following each quarterly printout, the Research Study Group met to discuss

prOcedures and results. These meetings led to modifications in forms, coding
procedures and computer printout formats .

One of the primary functions of .he ResearCh Say Group was to show

how the data could be used by e libraries as inputs to policy decisions .
This was accomplished through preparation of reports to be used by, library

administrators in making decisions about the future of the service..

23 41
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III. AGGREGATE RESULTS
f

This section of the report presents an analysis of the data collected by

,the, nine libraries between,Tuly of 1975 and July of 176. Dtiring this time data,

have been entered on 934 learners and,969 projects; 35 learners have initiated

more than one learning projy.ct. A learner is defined as an individual who uses

the services of a learner's advisor to diagnose learning needs and ,to develop

a learning plan. Adults contacting the advisory service who did not meet this

definition were referred to other appropriate services in the library. No project
data records were kep on these adults who numbered in the thousands.

The results will be discu'ssed within the profile structure described in

Chapter II. The Learner Profile will be Presented first followed bythe Service

Profile, the Institutional Profile and the Communication Profile. The dis-
)

cussion will focus on the aggregate resultS across the libraries, however,

differences between the individual libraries will be highlighted where appro-.
priate: Differences in learner demographic characteristics reported by the
libraries maybe due to differences,in population make up or emphasis in

promotional efforts; diffetences In project characteristics may reflect vari-.

ations in service emphasis .All percentages reported in the tables and figures

are bpsed on tbe numberofyhrners rnakirit a response in a particular data
.

category. The No Response rate ran'ges from,z9rp to 17% with most data

categories having less than 10°% No Response.

A. The Learner Profile

1 Demographic, Characteristics

Detnographic'data were collected on learners in five categories:

4

sex, residence, occupation, age and education. The first part of the analysis
presents a description of each of these demographic characteristics, separately.

The data on sex distribution show.that 38% of the learners are males and 62%

are females. A comparison of the individual libraries indicates that all

25-
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. .

attracted more females vioith Baltimore attracting the higlitigtTelative per-

centage (73%) and Miami attracting; * lowest (52%) :
- de'

The results on learner residence show that 79% are residents, 14% are

non-residents and 7% reside in the service area .* St: Louis has attracted

the 'highest percentage of non-residents (32%) while Woodbridge and Salt Lake

City attracted the highest percentage of "In Service Area" (20%'and 19%,

respectively) .

The distribution of learners across occupationl categories,is pictured
in Frgure':1 . iihe occupation with the highest p rcentage of learners is Other

,

White Collar Worker (22%) followed by. Housewi e (21%) , Unemployed (14%) -

-and Professional (13%) . -

21%

11%

5%

22%

14%

0

House- Blue Pro- Mgr./ Other Unem-'
wife v Collar fessional Admin. White ployed

Worker Collar
Worker

Figure 1. Occupational Distribution

Retired Student

*In' Service Area: A contractual arrangement whereby individuals outside of the
legal jurisdiction of the libraries are provided library service's.
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Comparisons of individual libraries on occupation show a variety dis- -

tributions .

Portland has attracted the highestperceptage of Blue Collar
Wcirkers (20%), while attracting no learners irl the Manager/
Administratoi category. .

Baltimore has attracted the highest pei-centage of Other White
Collar Workers (3%) and the lowest percentageof Blue Collar
Workers (3%) and HouseWives (8%).

p' Tiilsa has attracted the 'highest percentage of Unemployed (32%)-.

Salt Lake City has attracted the highest percentage of Manager/
Administrators and Professionals (30%) /

The age distribution of learners ,is presented in Figure 2. It can'be seen

from this figure that 73% of the learners fall in the three age groupings between

18 and 44 with the largest single peitentage of learners haying rages of 25-34.

All of the libraries have similar distributions Vath`the exception of Miami

which has 40% of its learners over the age of 44'.

29% .

21%

3%

le

' I

13-%

7%

a

40/0

<18 18-24 25-34 3544 45=54 55.44

Figure 2.. AgeDistribustion
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Figure 3 shows the digtri-bution of learners in terms of educational back-

ground. This distribution indicates that 62% of the learners are either high

school graduates or have had some college experience. Examination of the

individual libraries shows some distributional differences.
. < . ,

Tulsa has the highest -percentage of learners with some high school
or less '(46%) .

Woodbridge and St. Louis have the highest percentage of high .

school graduates (42% and 41%, respectiyelY)
Baltimore has the highest percentage of learners with some
college experience (54%):40 ,

Salt Lake City and Atlanta have the highest percentage with
BA degrees or graduate work (38% and 31%, respectively) .

15%
ob, r

40/0

...)...

30%

i

- 32%

a

4*

12%

<8th - Some High School Some ' .13A

... Grade High School Graduate College
4.

.. Figure 3.. Educational Distribution
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In summary, the analysis of single demographic characteristics has

shown that there are more female learners, that learners most frequently have

occupations of Other White Cc llar Workeror Housewife, that most learners

are between'.18 and 44 and that most haye at least a high school education.

The second step in the analysis of demographic cha-racteristics involves

a comparison of mate and female learners in terms of ethication, age and

occupation. The purpose of this analysis is to determine if male and female

learners have different backgrounds . Table 5 presents the results . The com-

parison of educatienal backgrounds shows both males and females with a high

-percentage of learners in the High School Graduate and Some College levels .

Females, however, appear to be more concentrated than males in these two

categories: 66% vs . 56%. With regatd to the age comparison the refeu*lts.

show males and females are similarly distributed with males having slightly

more learners under the age of 24: The percentages obtained for-occupation
indicate substantial differences between the two groups e Males' are more

t
eivenly distribution across occupations than females wi4h the highest per-

centage in the categories of Blue Collar Worker, Unerniployed, Other White

Collar Worker and Student. -Female learners are grouped in two occupations:

Housewife and Other White Collar Worker() An additional analysisof males

and females with regard to occupation is shown in Figure 4 which compares

only those males and females who are employed. The results show females

concentrated in Other White Collar jobs (58%) followed by Professional jobs
_ .

.
(24%) and males distributed in Blue Collar jobs (34%)4 Other White Collar

. .
jobs (29%) and Profeisional jobs (27%) . A Chi Square (1(.2) test of significance

was computed for ea relationship'examined in Table 1. The results show

a 99% probability th t male and female learners are distributed differently

in terms of educational background and occupation. The analysis of Age
,

x Sex indicated no significant relationship. ?
e
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Table 5. Comparison Between Males and Females
on Education, Age and Occupation

. , Male ,

-
Female

N
.

Education

,

/

5%

18%

23%

33%

11%

10%

,

,

.

.
.

,

3%

14%

34%
.

32%

12%.

. 6% _

8th Grade or Less

Some High School

High School Graduate
\

,
.Some College

13A

Graduate Work

.

Aqe

- .....

a

4%

25%
.

29%

21%

11%

5%

4%

.

->

.

I

.

.,

3%..e.,
19%

29%

- 25%
lir

1g4%

6% -

4%

.

.

Less than 18 -

18-24
.

. .

25-34
.

...
35-44

,
,

45-54

5514
65+

.

.

,

' .
Occupation

4

i
1%

20%

16%

7%

17 %

20%

4%

14%

.

.

"-

®

O

.
.

33%

..'5%

10% .

3% . ,

10%-

. 4%

9 Vo-

-I

.

Housewife

Blue Collar Worker
,

Profestpnpl`

Managey../Administratoi

Other White Collar k(
Worker . Y., '-'''

:... ,
Unemployed . , .;.,,t.

. , .-
4Retired -- ..--t :-

:.:.
Student ..;,,. .-7A 4 :

',,e, J --;,,:.
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2'. Library Use Patterns

In order to develop a characterization of the library use patterns of

learners prior to the initiation of a learning project, each learner was asked

to indicate the fieqUency of use of the project library and other libraries .

One of the purposes of this characterization was to determine the percentage

of new library users attracted to the service. The frequency of use categories

used in the data collection were Once or More A Month, Once or More Every

Six Months, Once or More A Year, Less Than Once A Year and Never. For,

purposes of analysis, learners in the first two categories were considered
heavy users and larners in the last two categories were considered light or

new userS-. The results show: '

Heavy Library Users (Project library and/or other library), 77%

Heavy Project Library Users, ..67°4: *
N Light or New Project.Library Users, 26% .

Light or New Library Users, 15%

A second question concerning library use was how usage patterns relate

to the possession of a library card. Table 6 presents these results . It can

be seen from this table that as the frequency of prior use decreases the per-
.

centage,of card holders decreases. It is-interesting to note, however, that

10% of the heavy.prOject library users do not have a library card and that 39%

of the light or new userd'do possess a card.

Table 6. Library Card by Project Library Use
.

. Project Library
U

Library Card . ,

Yes
. 'No

. .

Heavy

Medium ,.

Light
.7

. .

,

90%

56%

39%

,. 10%

44%

61%
. .

32

41
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A third area of analysis regarding project library use Involved the examin-
.!

ation of-possible relationships between frequency of prior use and the oc-

cupation, education, age and sex of the learner. Table 7 presents this
analysis. The results fdroccupation show that Unemployed (35%) and Blue

Collar Worker (25%) have the highest percentage of new project library users.

Examination of the Once or More A Month category shows thaelour occupational

groups have pore than half of their learners using the project library at this

level of frequency. These groups are Housewife, Professional, Other White
,

Collar Worker and Student. The results for education indicate that learners
. .

with a background of Some High School have the highest relative percentage

of new users (42%) when compared with other educational levels. Learners

with Le'ss Than Eighth Grade or with Graduate courses appear to use the

library more frequently than other groups. The analysis of age shows that
/ .

the highest percentages of new project library users are under 34 years of

age . The Comparison of male and female learners indicates a slightly higher

percentage of males as new users. Each of these relationships was tested
for statistical significance using the Chi Square. The results are as follows:

98,% certainty that learners with different occupation's have dif-
ferent library use patterns.

99% certainty that learners with different educational back-
grounds have different library use patterns.

4,

94% certainty that learners in different age groups have dif-
ferent library use patterns.-
99% certainty that male and female,learners have different
library use patterns .

3. Project Characteristics
PrOfect characteristics include learning goal, learners area of ..

interest, learners' background in the area of interest and changes in the scope

of)the project as'the learner progresses through a Series of meetings th

e

the advisor..

33
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Table 7. Project Library Use Patterns Related
to Demographic Characteristics

.

Library Use
4-

Once or
More A
Month

Once or
More Every

6 Months

, Once or
More A
Year

Less Than
Once A

Year
Never

Occupation
Housewife 55% 16% 4% 7% , 18% .
Bliie Collar Worker 40% 20% 9% 6% 25%
Professional 56% 14% 8% - .5% 18%
Mgr ./Admin . 41% 24% 12% 6% 18%
Other White Collar
Worker 57% 17% 6% 4% 16%
Unemployed 35% 20% 4% 7% 35%
Retired 49% 24% 6% 12% 9%
Student 56% 12% 9% 6% 17%

Education
Less than 8th ,- s
Grade 61% 18% - 21%
Some High School 32% "12% 7% 7% 42%
High School Grad. 45% 20% 8% 9% 18%
Some College 52% 19% 5% 5% 19%
BA 63% - 15.% . . 5% 3% 14%
Graduate WOrk 73% 11% 10% 3% 3%

'Age

Under 18 44% 12% 8% 28%
18-24 40% 17% .

970

8% 27%
25-34 51% 15% 5% 5% 24%

35-44 53% 20% 4% 4% 19%
45-54 58% 20% / 9% 4% 8%
55-64 58% ' 15% 2% . 10% 15%
65+ . 58% 18% 6% 9%, 9%

Sex

Male 42% 19% 9% 7% 23%
Female 55% 16% 5% 6% 18%

/
34
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The distribution of learners on the various learniregoaI categories is pre-

sented in Figure 5. To gain specificity over previous\analysis the general goal

of personal development has.been broken down into Increase Knolwedge and

Increase 'Skill. Th highest perCentage of learners have se1jd goals J.ri-
volving educationa credit (34%) followed by goals of increasing knowledge

(2870) and changing or advancing,.in a vocational area (20%) .

34% . ,,,.'

28%

20%

11%

,60/0

: X46 1%

7-1 I. .
Educ. Job Increase Incredse Pleasure . Meet Contribution
Credit Change Knowledge Skill and People . to

. , Recreation Community

Figure 5. 'Learning Goal Distribution

Different rervice emphasis in the individlial libraries has led to distribution'al

differences in larning goals . Some ma or.variations are listed:
Baltimore and Woodbridge are emphasizing educational credit and
have high percentages of learners selecting this goal (57% and
49%, respectively).

1 ). 3544



Atlanta and Salt Lake City have the highest percentage of
learners interested in increasing knowledge (55% and 44%,
respectively). \Additionally, Salt Lake City has only one
learner with an education credit goal.

Portland has the higliest percentage of learners interested in
increasing skirl.(23%).

The distribution of learners on selected areas of interest is shoWn in

Figure 6. The two interest categorids selected most frequently by learners

are Social Science (29%) apd,Teohnology and Applied Science (25%) In the

Humanities- related areas the range is from 1% for religion to 41% for'languages.

In order to achieve a more balanced picture, Pure and Applied 'Sciences were

2%

,11
1%

F-1
100

29%

A 25%

7%,

9%

200 ,' 300.4 , 400 r 500 '600 /00

Dewey Classification

Figuld 6. Areas of Interest Distribution

36
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6%
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combinedgand the se` Humanities categories were added tOgether. The re-

sulting distribution shows:

Humanities, 39% .

Pure .and Ariplied ecience, 32%

. Social. Science , 29%

esThe three cairgorcies are used in all other analyses involving area of interest .
-

. This has beep done because of the small number of learn s selecting a

specific Humanities,,related area

The next analysis compares the learner's selec on of learning goal with .

his/her selection of an area of interest . This analysis is designed to examine,
a S -

the possible relationship between goals and interests . Table 8 presents the

results. It can be seen froin this table that learners selecting educational
goals focus in the Soeial Sciences (57%), that learners with job-related goals

focus in the Pure and Applied Sciences (55%), and that learners with personal

developmerit goals of increasing knowledge, increasing skill and with goals

of pleasure and recreation selec't Humanities most frequently (57%, 57%, 80%,
=t.

respectively) The .Chi, Square test performed on this aclationship showed a

99% certainty that lear.perzr with different goals pursue different areas of interest.

Table 8. Learning Goal by Area of Interest

.

,

. -

.
, Learning Goal* . .

..

- .Educational
1Credit

i 4, "

Job
Change

Increase
Know l.-

edge

*
Increase

Skill .

Pleasure
and

Recreation
1

Humanities ' 20%, 21% . 57% 57% 80%

Social. Science 57% 24% 14% 10%.

Pure and Applied 1

Science 23%'' 55% 29% 33% 4,20%
c s

*Meet People and Contribute to the Community have been left cotit of this
analysis due to the small number of learners in those categoiies.

.
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The learner generally selects an area of interest in the first meeting

with an advisor. As the learning project progresses, anal the learner begins

to gain 1Zpow ledge in the selected area he/she may find it necessary or

desirable to alter the scope of the project. This may beparticularly true
for .learners who haVe little or no background in the area selected; 24b/0 of

the learners have indicated no background, 72% some background and 4%
1 \ :.,

..

extensive backgrOund. Table 9 bows the change's in project scope made

1)y lEdners as they move from on e rogress 'meeting to the next, The'
4..

percentages in this table are based on the, number 4.f learner's participating

in each progress meeting. Of the 969 projects; 56% required one or more

progress Meetings,' 32% required two or more progress meetings, 20% re-

quired three or more progress meetings and 12% required.four pr more

progress meetinds. The results in Table 9 sindasate that most 'learners

making changes are narrowing the scope of their projects. However, the

number of learners restructuring or modifying projects at any one rhaeting
.

represents 30% or less of the learners participating in that meeting . A
io

comparison of the quarterly data 'analysis on this qUestion ha's shown that

Table 9. Changes in Project Scope

Broader Narrower No Change

Progress Report 1 9% .21% , 70% .

Progress Report 2 7% 16% 77%.

Progreis Report 3 1'0% 14% 76%

Progress Report'4
.

6% 9%

.

85% .,

4
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a si'gnifidantly higher percentage of learners initiating projects in the first

half.of the year were making scope changes as compared to learners initiating

projects in the second half of the year, There is no clear explanation for

this shift. One possibility is that advisors are giving better guidanCe in the
initial interview with the learner, Another interpretatiori, howeyer, is that

new advisors being added to the prOject do not have the proper training re-

qpired to carry out the advisory process; to guide a learner frdm one stale to

the next in his/her learning, ;This is an area that needs further exploration.
The final set of project characteristic analyses involve the examination

of relationships between learner demographic characteristics, learning goals

and selected areas of interest. The purpose of these analyses is to determine

whetherAhe learner' occupation, education, age, or sex has an influence
on the selection of project goals and content. Table 10 shows the distri-

.

bution of each occupatienal category across learning goals and content

areas. The results indicate:
Unemployed and Student learners select' education credit goals
(47% and 41%, respectively) and Social Science c ntelt (41%
and 37%, respectively) more freqently than othe occupaponal
gioups..

, Blue Dollar Workers select goals involving vocational change
or advancement (33%) and ccintent in Pure and Applied Science
(43%) more frequently than other occuPational groups.

Retired individuals and Professionals select goals of increasing
knowledge (38% in both cassNoore frequently than any other
group. ,Retired individuals also Show the highest percentages
in goals, of skill increase and pleasure and-redreation (21% in
both cases) and in content areas involving humanities (65%) .

Chi Square tests of the relationships between occupation and learning goals

and occupation and content area showed a 99% certainty that occupational

groups are distributed differdntly on both learning goals and 'Content area

. of interests
a
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Table 10 . Occupation by Learning Goal and Content Areas of Interest

House-
wife

Blue
C"ol. lar

Worker

Profes-
sional

Mgr./
Admin.

°Other
White
Collar
Worker

Unem-
ployed

!-

Stu-
dent

Learning Goals r

29%

17%

29%

15%

10%

28%

33%

21%

12%

6%

30%

18%

38%

n
6%

-

.
33%

19%

28%

14%

6%
*

,

31%

27%

26%
0.

10%

6%

47%

17%

24%

9%

3%

i

15%

6% ,

38%

21%

21%

45%

14%

31%

7%

a%

_Education Credit

TA Change

Increase Knowl .

Increase Skill

."Pleasure and
Recreation .

Content Area of

44%

25%

.31%

32%

25%

43%

44%

19%

37%

42%

18%

40% ,

,

38%

29%

.

3311

, 34%

41%

25%

65%

14%

21%

37%

37%

25%

Interest

Humanities

Social Science

Pure and Applied
Science

Table 11 presents the distribution of learners at each educational background

level across learning goals and content areas . The results of this analysis

show:

Learners with less than eighth grade or some high school educe-
tion are most frequently interested in goals involving educational
credit (61%; 60%) and in SocialScienCe content (47%; 60%) .

Learners with some college showa high degree of interest in edu-
cational credit goals (38%) and in Humanities content (45%).

'Learners with BA degrees or with graduate experiencel,select goals
of increasing knowledge (49%; 47%) and Humanities content
areas (48%; 42%) most frequently.

The results of the Chi Square test showed a 99Vertainty tharboth goals

and content selection of learners_is related to _educational background level.

40
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Table 11. Education by Learning Goal and Content Area of Interest

,
<8th'

Grade

Some
High

SchOol

High
School

Graduate

Some
College B

Graduate
Work

Lear Goals
.

61%

6%

9%

24%

-

kt

60%

14V6r--)

16%

7%

..?6

30%

2-8%

23%

%

9%

- -

38%

1'9%

29%

9%

5%

11%
41

19%

' 49%

16%

5%

12%

-18%

.47°4

12%7

14%

(.--...
Educe ion Credit

Job Change

In.crease,Knowledge

Increase Skill

Please and
ig, Recreation

Content Area

37% t

,,4Z%

-16% .25%

Y

15%:

60%

e

c

41% '

-20%-

.

.39%.
(--

v

45%

.2,T5/0
.4.

030%

.

48%

22%

30%

. .11

.2%.
23%,

'35%

$Humanities

Social Sciences

Pure and Applied
Science -

t . .

The distribution
i

oVlearneKs'in each age group across goals and content
c (7 t

areas is presented in, Table f2. The major'friklings in this table,are as follows:
..,

en A66)1ktrt. tle- selection of gcSais shifts from educational'
' credit to'? Siniklknowledge/skiD and 4pleasure/recreation::. ',

Learn 00 der 4;4 select cfedit mot fie ntlyawhile those overich4d .. ,
45 foCuglincreasing knovOedge .; ./

As age increases intere§t in Theguiria14itiesfndreases while
interest in cial Science dersesr Fltirdanitlessrange is
25% for lesIffthan',18 to 511 51'1-6.V;Spci.al'SCierie range
is 40% for 18-24 to 9% for 51-64. ', ' ' .

6-
-The Chi Square tests showed a 99% cettaiptitha't age groups are distributed

differently-oh these two Project charadtdri4tios. A

g

41
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TOle 12. Age by Yearning Goal and Content*Area of Interest
.

. <18 18-,24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64
.

654.

Learning Goals ,,

38%

21%

e'; 28%

10%

-

3%

48%

0.17%-"

. 25%

8%

2%

-

34%

21.%

30%

12%

3%-

35%

4124%

24%
N

'9%

8% ,

27%

24%
./

28%

10%

10%

16%

13%

1 41%

4%
,

16°Z

6%

6%

47 %'

23%

17%

Education Credit

Job Ckange

IIncrease Knowledge

Increase Skill.. _..

Pleasure and
Recreation

Content Areas

25%

33%,

42%

.

37%
,

40%

23%.

.

33%
.

. 31%

36%

.

40% .

25%

35% I

'47%

20%

33% ,

51%

-9%

40%

, e

46%,

17% .

- /
37%

Humanities

Social Sciences

Pure and Applied
Science

. 1

Table.13 presents the distribution of males and females on learning goals

and 'content areas. The results-for goals show very little difference in the

selections made, by each group.. Theta on content area, however, indicate

that males. are most interested in-Pure and-Applied Science (37%) while females

select Humanities (43%) most frequently. The Chi Square te`$t showed a 98%

certainty that males and feniales select different content areas for their
learning projects .

S

4.

42_
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Table 1-3., Sex by L5arning Goal and Content Area of Interest

Male Female
.

. Learning Goals
,

..* .
,...,

Education Credit 34% 35%

Job Chang'e . 11% 19% ll .

Increase Knowledge 30% 28%
. .

- Increase Skill ' 11%

Plea 8ure and Recreation ° 5% . , 7%

Content Areas ..

Humanities , 33%
.

43%
r .

Sodial Science , 30% 29%
N 0

Pure and Applied Science .. 37% 29% .

.4. Learning Style ChaiYeteristici.

yr

The characterization of:learning styles involves a description of

learner preferences for learning methods and locations, for type-of contact

with an advisor and for length of tide between contacts. This type of informa-

tion is useful to the advisor in developing a learning plan and of value to the

policymaker in making decisions concerning the scheduling of advisors, the

provisiOn of space for learners and the type of service to emphasize. .

Figure 7 presents thv distribution of learners across learning methods.

It can be seen froin this figure that most of the learners prefer the use of

, books in their learnirt.efforts followed by formal classeS. It should be.'

\

mentioned, hovfever, that a sel:wate analysis of the last three months of
data Collection indicates a slight shift. away from books (55%) and into audio-

,

visual materials (14%). A conIprison of the individual libraries shows some

differences.

'43
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1.0

?4'
Wdodbridge has the lowest per.centaie-,of-learners preferring
book 07 %) and the highest percentage prefe g-formal
classes (42%). This, maybe a function of eir service
emphasis on qducational

Salt 'Lake City has the higheft p'erceiltage-bf learners with
a preferehoe for audiovisuals (25.%) .

67%

14%

.4 9%

No,

`.7%

3%

I I
, ,.

Books Formal Audio- Informal Programmed
Classes ViSual ° Discussion instruction

. ,

Figure 7: Learning MethOd Distributiot

The distribution of learner's on preferred learning location is shown in

Figure 8. The- results indicate that most learners prefer to learn at home.

An examination of the data for the final three months shows a trend away from

the home with less than half of the learners selecting this 19Cation. _Preference
a

44
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see

for the library was indicated by 27% of the learners during this time period.

A comparison of the individual library distributions shows':

Miami has the highest percentage of learners preferring the
library (42%) while' Woodbridge hag the lowest (8%) .

Baltimore has the highest percentage of learners preferring
the home (79%).

c

Woodbridge -and St . Louis have the highest percentage of learners
preferring_the_classroom (36%; 32%)..

62 %'

22$

16%

Hgme Library Classroom-_-:

Figiire8: Learning Location Distribution

A further analysis of preferred learning methods and locations wag cOhL

ducted to determine whether the learner's age or education_ influenced these

45
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choices. The results of the analysis for age and method show that learners
.0

55-64 prefer audiovisuals (15%) more than other groups and that learners-
.

over 65 prefer informal dispussion (19%) more than other groups: The findings

f6r age and location indicate that learners over 65 (48%).select the libtary as
a place to do their learning more frequently than learners of other ages.,

The analysis of education level and learning rfiethod shows that educe-/

tional level has little influence in the selection 'process: The only. point
.),

Vof interest is that learners with less than an eighth grade education indicated
the greatest ,preferencp for audiovisuals (22%) . The major inding with regard

to education and-learning location is that as educational level increases the
home is selected more'frequently.

The final set of learning style characteristic analyses focusses oh the
,

type cif contact the learner makes with,an advisor, the tithe .between contacts

and the length of time to complete a project. "1" abK14 shbws the type of
7--

contact used by learners in the initial interview and the first four progress
meetings . It can be seen from this table that most. contacts arzinade in Person.

Telephone contacts appear to increase in the first progress meeting and then

decrease for each subsequent meeting., ib

Table 14. Type of Contact

)

In Person By Phone
.

Correspondence

Interview

Pr Ogress Report 1

PrOgreSs Report 2 -.

ProgresS Rep 6rt'3

Progress Report 4

78%

60%

64%

70%

81% -4

22%

35%

30%

27%

19//0

i -
.%.

6 5%

6%
.

3%

. - .-

46 *
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Table 15 presents the means and 'medians fOr number of days between

visits. In all cases the median is smaller than the mean indicating a

greater number of leairners at the lower end of the range. At the present

time 39% of the 969 projects have been completed. The median time for

these completed projects is 20 days, the mean time is.,52 days-and the

rarfge is 0 - 412 days.

Table Time Between Visits
(In days)

-
. Mean Median

.

, Interview - Progress Report 1

Progress Report 1 - Progress Report 2

Progress Report 2 - ProgressReport 3

Progress Repo lt--3 - Progress Report 4

.

42 days

37 days.'
40 days

21 days

.

16 days

20 days

20 days

8 days

B. The Service Profile

1.. The Services .

Advisol-y-and Information Support Services are provided to the learner

at each contact with an advisor. Ath4sory Services are designed to aid the

learner in developing a plan of study while'Information Support Services in-

volethe provision of materials, the making of referrals and the creation of)
study guides to support the implemeritation of the learning plan, It its posSible

.

for a learner to receive more ,than ona service of each type at any meeting.

table 16 describes the'provision.of Advisory Services. The'percentages in

this table are based on the number of was provided divided
., se. /ce ,

by the number of learners participating in the meeting . The result show

that in the initial interview the progra'm is explained to most of the learners

(81%), assistance in gbal definition is given to slightly less than half and ,
scope,and-plan development help is given to slightly more than one - third.

47
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As the meetings progress the most frequently offered service is plan develop-..

ment. The large increase' in this service during the third and fourth progress

meetings is primarily due to activities at the St. Louis Public Library where

group activities are being offered to independent learners. If St. Louis is

removed from the analysi4 the results show 44% of the learners receiving plan

assistance in the third progress meeting and 46% receiving this assistance _

in the fourth meeting. The percentage of learners receiving no advisory ser-

vices ranges from 9% in the initial interview to 43% in the second progress

meeting.

Table lfi. Advisory Services: Percentage
of Learners Receiving Each Service

Number of
Learners

Explain
Progra

Define
Goals

Define
Scope

Develop
Plan

Interview

Progress Report 1

Progress Report 2
0

Pi-ogress Report 3

Progress Report 4

.969,
546

307

190

115

81cY

0%

5%

5%

4% -

48%

24%

20%

16%

14%

37%
4.
18%

13%

12%

14%

38%

40%

40%

50%

57%

The Inforisation Support Services provided to learners at each meeting

are presented in Table 17. Here, again, percentages have'been computed

by dividing the number of services given by the number of learners partici-

pating in each meeting. The support service most frequently-offered is
provision drilaterialfollowed by gathering information and making referrals

outside the lilarary. In general, support services appear to decrease from

meetintO meeting with the exception of preparing reading lists and referring

learners to other locations or individuals inside the library. The percentage,
of learners receiving no support services ranges from 12% in tile initial

AW.

9
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interview to 18%1n the fourth progress meeting. A comparison of individual

library service distributions shows:

St. Louis has the highest percrntage of learners receiving re-
ferrals inside the library. In the. initial interview 47% of their
learners receive this service. Additionally, St. Lbuis has the --
highest perc- tage of learners receiving resourceJists from the
second prog -ffleeting to the fourth progress meeting,

Miami has the highest _percentage of learnrs being referred
outside the library in the initial interview (44%) .'

Denver has the highest percentage pf learners receiving study
guides in the initial interview (17%) .

The high percentage.of resource lists and-inside referralS provided by St. Louis

is associated with their group activities. If St. Louis is removed from the

analysis for progress reports two through four the results show that resource

lists are provided to 4% Of the learners in the second progress meeting an&

3% of the learners in both the third and fourth progress meetings while inside

referral is given to 5% in'the second progress meeting, 3% in the third progress

meeting and 8% in the fourth progress meeting.
S

Table 17. Information Support Services:
Percentage of Learners Receiving Each Service .

J
No. of

Learners
Provide
Mat.

Refer
Out-
side

Refer
Ir-
side

Gather<
Inform-
ation

Provide
study
Guide

Provide
Resource

List

Interview

Prog . Rpt.

Prog. Rpt. 2

Prog. Rpt. 3

Prod. Rpt. 4

\
969 /
546

307,

'190

,,,,,,115,

69%

58%

49%

44%

41%

22%

15%

11%

7.,%

7%

14%

11%

13%

16%

26%

34%

,27%

26%

30%
...

29%

8%

6%

5%

5%

4%

8%

10%

114

-1-%

23%

:49
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2. Servicq Evaluation . .
Both learners arid advisors have provided service evaluations on

specific materials, on the general usefulness of the advisor- learner relations-

ship and on the overall value ofthe Information Support Services . Specific

evaluations of materials are given throughout the learning project while general

evaluations occur when sa project reaches completion.

Table 18 shows advisonevaluations ospecifiC material availability.
Materials are divided into three classes: Print Media, Visual Media, Audio.

Media, and most of the material falls into the Print Media class (97 %),. The

results indicate that a high percentage of material in each class-was fo4nd

to be available.

Table 18. Availability of Specific Materials

No. of
Materials

- r
Available , Not

Available
Not In

Collection

Print Media

Visual Media

Audio Media

2284

53 .

33

87%

100%
. .

91%

10%i

9%

4%

-
- -- t

Table 19 display's the, learners' evaluations of specific materials . The

percentages in this table are based on the number of materials that have

been evaluated-. The percentage of unevaluated materials is 26% for int

-7 Media, 17% for Visual Media, 6,31efor Audio Media and 25% for Study ids .

It can be seen from Table 15,that learners found most of the materials useful

in supporting their project efforts: the range is 73% for Visuals to 97% for

Audio Cmateriali . The low percentage appropriate for,Visual Media is a result

of evaluations front one libraiy;- all other libraries received evaluations of

100% useful for this media category.
47,
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Table 19i Usefulness of Specific Materials

_
. No. of
Materials

..Evaluated
Appropriate

,

Not-
Appropriate

Print Media

Visual Media -..

Audio Medi.

Study Aids
0..

1699

-44

31

91
a

'.

. 84%

73%

97%

,---- 92% ,

16%

27%

3%

8%

Learner and advisor evaluations of completed prOjects are shown in

Table 20. These evaluations are presented in three general areas: Learner-

Advisor Relationship, InforMation Support, and Overall Satisfaction. The

specific oategoriekunder Learner-Advisor Relationship examine issues of

learner,and advisor comfort, ease of communications, the availability of

the advisor when needed' by; the learner andthe effectiveness of assistance

given, by the advisor in project plan development. Categories included in

the Information Support area Concern queitions o't the adequacy of library

hours and facilities, the availability and usefulness of selectedmaterials .
and the effectiveness of study guides nd,referrals . Overall. Satisfaction

ea.

relates to the general feelings of learners and advisors concerning the useful-
,

ness of all.services in meeting the needs of ti-re learner. Both learners and

advisorslwere asked to rate completed projects on each of these questions °
,

using a five point 'scale. The,,p6ints on the scale were. labeled "Always",

"Often", "Sometime", "Seldom" and "Never". For purposes of analysis

-"Always" and "Often" were combined as S'Aisfactory"Sometimes" was con-
, ,

sidered as Uncertain and "Seldom" and "Never" were combined as Unsatis-

factory. The table shows that learners aie more positive than adl'ilsors in all
. 1

evaluation categories. A comparison of advisor evaluations for the first and

51.
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Table 20: Learner and Advisor'Evaluations

4.
Satisfactory Uncertain Unsatisfactory

Learner-Advisor

.

9

90%

.

95%
86%

92%
84%

86%
67%

.
.

5%
8%

3%

12%

7°k
14%

10%
24%

.

.

.

.

,

.

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

2%

4%
9%

.

Relationship .

Advisor Available
' - Learner

Advisor
.

Comfort
- Learner
- Advisor

Communications
- Learner
- Advisor

Pjan'Help
- Learner

- Advisor

4 Information Support

'

95%

'-90%

77%
67%

83%
67%

88%
71%

88%
74%

.

. ).

,

,

,

0

4%

8%

17%
24%

13%
27%

8%
25%

8% ,

15%

.

e

.

- I

,

.

,

1%

2%'

5%
9%

4%
6%

1

4%
4%

4 0
11%

'

,

..4

6

.

Library Hours
- Learner

Library .Facilities
--Le'arn'er '

v
Materials Available 4,

.- Learner
- Advisor ,, MaA terials Useful
- Learner
- Advisor

',Study Guide Useful
- Learner .

- Advisor

Referral Useful
- Learner
- Advisor

Overall Satisfaction
91%
63%

6%
21%

., .

3%
16%

-Learner
- Advisor

Note: Percentages based on'196 learners' and 379 advisors Study guides
evaluated by 100.1earners and 130 advisors; referrals evaluated by 76
learners and 108 advisors.
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second six-month periods, however, shows advisors becoming more Satisfied

in every area Learners appear to-be most satisfied with the comfort of the

learner-advisor working relationship (95%) and least satisfied With material

availability (77%) while advisors show most satisfaction with their avail- to

ability to the learner (90%) and are least satisfied with learning plan develop-

Ment (67%), material availability (67%) and Material usefulness (67%) . On

the question of overall satisfactiori, 91% of the learners gave positive ratings

as compared to 63% of the advisors.

Learners completing projects were also asked if they would use the

service again and if they would recommend it to a friend. The results show

that- 92% would use the service again and that 98% would recommend it to

a friend.

The satisfaction'levels of both learners and advisors shows the service

is perceived as useful. The finding that advisors are becoming more positive

may indicate an increase in both campetence and confidence in helping the

learner meet his/her learning needs effectively:
4

C. The Institutl'onal Profile
0

The purpose of the Institutional Profile is (o provide data to pOlicy

makers on'personnel time and cost and on material cost . At the present time

the only item included in this profile is the advisor time involiied in conducting

an interview. There are plans to expand this profile in the future.

Table 21 shows the meancYmedians of advisor time spent.in each
meeting with the learner. It can be seen that both the Pneans and the medians

decrease after the initial interview. The longest time associated with con-

ducting an interview was three hours.;
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Table 21. Time to' Complete An Interview
(In Minutes)

.
. .

Mean Median

Interview
,
Progress Report 1

Progress Report 2-

Progress Report 3

Progress Report 4

,. . 33.
1 6

16

16
.

20
.

.

.

25

10

12

. 12

15

'

.

..,

_

D. The Communications Profile
. .

The purpose of the Communications Profile is to assess the relative ef-
. .

fectivenesS of a variety of media in attracting learners to the service. This

profile contains nine sources of publici/17: two inside the library and seven!
.

libraryoutside the b. The two sources" inside the library tre the librarian and
library displays -including posters and brochures. Three of the sources used

_._

outside the, library are the mass. communication media of radio, television
.:. .

and newspapers: The promotional efforts on radio and television involved
1

t

short commercials- fo?the service designed 'by the, National Office and inter-
:

views with library staff participating in the project . Promotions in the news-

papers weriegenerally based on discussions with staff and ddscribed the

kinds of learners aid learning projects associated, with the advisory service..

Other outside library_ publicity sources include 'Community Displays, Corn-

munity Outreach, Word of Mouth and Another Agengy. Community Displays

consisted of bus cards, posters, brochures and billboards, ,while Community.

Outreach involved lectures to community groups. Publicity from Another

Agency was usually in the form of a referral from a ,local educational institution.

Presenting the aggregate results for the Communication Profile does not

provide a clear picture of the relative effectiveness of the various media.

0
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Problems arise because-each library cp5_duced an individualized publicity

compaign: some libraries did not friake use,of radio and, television while

others cltd .not use community displays" . Additionally, it has been difficult

to obtain information on the frequenCy of occurrence of radio and television

coverage. Therefore,- a television station in one areatmay have presented

a commercial five or six times more often -than a television station in another

area . f4D1s'a result of these problems, _communications 'efforts can be more

effectively evaluated' on a.library-by-librer,y basis . FlOweNier, some general

statements are possible based on aggregate data . First, 43% of the learners

across all libraries are being attracted by in-library publicity efforts.
Portland attracted the 'smallest percentage of learners inside the library.
(29%) while Atlanta attracted the highest Perdtntage (53%) . Second, a com-

,

parison'-of 'mass media effectiveness based on libraries that used all three

media shows newspapers to be twice as effective as television and three'

times as effective as radio in attracting learners to the service-. Exarination

of the Community Display data shows bus cards to bthe most effective

means for !baking potential learners aware of ihe*service . The two libraries

that used bus cards.attracted 19% and 20% of their learners through this

means; other efforts, such as billboards attracted less than 1%of the learners.

An analysis of PrOmotional media by learner demographic characteristics

shows the following relationships:
In- library rifornotions are most effective for housewives (50%)
and individuals with some graduate wdik (50)
Newspapers attract retired individuals ;(27%),,individuals who
are high school graduates (20%), individuals between 45 and
54 (23%) and females (19%).

Word of Mouth is relatively more effective in attracting, students
(20%), individuals with leSs than a high school:educadon (17%)
and individuals between, 25 and 34 (16%).

o' 'Another-Agency is relatively more effective for unemployed in-
dividuals (22%) and for males (16%),

55,
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E. Summary

The Learner Profile describes the demographic characteristics of the

learners and relates these characteristics to project choices and preferred

learning styles. The demographic description 3,6? the aggregate shows that,

there are more females than males , that the occupational categories with

the highest percentage of learners ate Housewifeland Other White Collar

Worker, that most learners are between 18 and 44 and that most have at- least

a high school dducation. Analysis at the individual library level shows

distributional differences on all of these characteristics. These differences

may be due to differences in population characteristici,differences in .

service target groups, or differences in promotional effort. Data on the re-
.

lationships between these demographic characteristics-4nd project choiceS

and lArning styles suggest the following key findings:"-

Learners with different occupations select different learning
and areas of interest .

Learners with different educational background select different
learning goals and areas of interest. -,Educational background,
however, does not influence the selection of a learning method.

Learners from different age groups Select afferent learning
goals and-areas* of interest. Age also influencdethe choiCe-41
learning method and learning location.

Males and females have similar learning goals but select 4f-
ferent'areas of interest.

The specifics .6of these relationships, which are found in Tables 10 through

13, shou- ld provide guidance to advisors in working with 'iew learners . Another
1

important finding, is that most learner contacts are in person. This h

implications for facilities where learners and advisors can meet comfortably.

The Service Profile describes services provided and the evaluation of .6

those services by learners and advisors. The results show that both advisory

and information support services are being provided to learners from the

initial interview, through the fourth progress meeting. Learner., have indicated
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a high degree of satisfaction with all advisory services, and most information

support.services . The lowest degree of learner satisfaction was with Material

Availability .(77%) . Advisor evaluations were generally positive but tended

.to show. less satisfaction Ulan learners. Data from the Service Profile have

significant policy implications which will be discussed in the next chapter.

The Institutional Profile describes only the time required to complete-
an intei-view. The resultS S/heivi a median of 25'minutes for the initial inter-

, T."?7-
view and medianS'of 12-A5a mijtutes for subsequent progress meetings,

The Communicationi Protile was established to assess the effectivenessit

Of promotional media ina-ttra'cting learners to the services . On the aggregate

level it appears that' outside library sources attract slightly more learners
i-)

than in-library sources . Of the outside media, newspapers are the most

effective. The analysis of promotional media by demographic characteristics

shows that media are differentially effective for different gifoup§ of learners .

These data should be studied in detail at the individual library level as an

aid in determining futufe promotional efforts .

6 6
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IV. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

In general, the.influence of research on basic library policy has been.

minimal, particularly in itp applicationto questions of service. The Learners
.

Advisory Service, from its origin, placed high priority on the development: of.
an internal accountability system (Prodram2prining and Evaluation) through

which the connections between servicy, research, and policy would be ex-

plored. One result of this focus waVthecreation of two key management

groups: the Research Study Group'and the Policy Study Group Res4 earch

Study Group, composed of one representative from each participating library,

was responsible for data collection and the -development of policy recom.-

mendations from these data: The Policy Study Group, comprised of the nine --:-..-'''

,.
------

li rary directors, was, responsible,for making .policy decisions based on data
-- ,

nd recommendations supplied by the Research Study Group.

This section of the report djoscusses the general fram ork within which

the nine libraries examined policy questions/issues arising out of their, ,

shared and individualized systems. The tiInslation orres-earch inf-6 policy

is a difficult task. It requires that the research be- specifically directed

towards policy issues, it requires that decision makers have experience in

the use of research results and it requires that comparable data be available.

on other aspects of the operatidns so that judgments involying.ttle allocation

of resources can be made. In the present situation, the libraries as eaced
with use problems in all these areas . First, not all important questions

were,asked in the beginning; s 'me questions evolved as experience was

gained with the service. A ditionally, in
,
certain cases needed information

..; . , J
was not collected because it was difficult& obtain. Some examplesa're the

) ,
.

frecpiency p, f-use of various pcomotional materials or the time allocation of
. . .

advisors, to specific service tasks . Second, librarians have limited experience

in interpretinginterPreting res.earch results for management pulposes. T- hird, in mpst
--3 .
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libraries there are no Comparable data describing other services (e.g., refereacre,

children's Services, etc.). This lack of data makes it impossible to say
that the Learners Advisory Service is of more value and; therefore, should

V

be given a larger proportion of the -libraries' resources than another service.

The problem is compounded by the fact that the measure of success of bne

service may not be the same as the measure of success for another service.

Different 'criteria must be established for each service based on the nature

and purpose of that service..

Given the above' constraints there are still several questions that can

be addressed.,by The common data collection and evaluation system which
, -

relate to policy issues . Members of the Research and Policy Study-groups

identified three im rtant policy questions arising from the data system.
ir These questions are: r

Is the service itself, on the national and local levels, viable in
its present form?

Is the cost of the service jubstifiable, given the level of demand?

Is the data collection system at the individual library level pro-
viding suffipient information about the library, the service and
the learners to'nake policy decisions, given the relatively .dew

number of Cases .

A°. Service Feasibliffy

<There are several specific questions which relate to services feasibility.

A

These include.: Are learners and advisors satisfied? Is'information support

available and stifficfent? Is staff response sufficient? and Are librarY facilities

adequate?.

1. Learner and AdvL5or Satisfaction

Most learners appear to be satisfied with t%e serviVe they have

received: , 1% have indicated overall satisfaction, 92% would use the service

again,,and98% would recommend the service to a friend . Their evaluations
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of the learner-advisor relationship range from 95% satisfaction with the
comfort of the working r4lationship to 86% satisfaction with assistance in

learning plan development.

The results for advisors show .63% indicating Overall satisfaction and .

67% feeling satisfied with assistance given in learning plan develOpment

Most satisfaction appears to be with their availability to the learner (90%)

and the comfort' of the working relationship (86%). The low levels of overall

satisfaction and satisfaction with plan development assistance may suggest

that advisors feel unprepared and that more training is 1-etluired . Another

possibility is that advisors had high expectations concernIng service delivery

which are not king realized. This question should constitute artarea of"-
concern for policy makers .

e2. Information tupport Availability and Usefulness

The data do not present a clear pattern for any easy response to
this question. Increasingly, learners are noting difficulties in obtaining
materials needed to complete their projects, although the majority remain

generally satisfied . Advisors continue to be unhappy with the general use

fulness of materials available, and have pointed out serious gaps the

library's holding .

The information supplied through the Program Planning and Evaluationsys-
.

tern indicates that each library should undertake.a detailed analysis of the

information support and advisory services system in the following-two_areas:

study-guides/reading lists, and referrals (both inside and outside of the

library). There is a discrepancy of some magnitude between the perceptions of

learners and advisors in these two areas . The comparison between the aggre-.

gate and quarterly data, reveals an increased reluctance on the part of .advisors

tQrefer learners outside the library, to tap community support resources. An

important policy: consideration for the library decision makers rests with the

issue of the public library at a central coMmunity or "outreach" agency.
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The implications of this
of the library operation,

and professional develo

3. Staff Response

question are importarit, as they affect all aspects
particularly in the areas of recruitment, training

pment.

The data show thatadvisors are providing both advisory andinform-

ation support services to most learners throughout the duration of their
projects. In the fourth progress meeting 70% of the learners are still receiving

advisory services, primarily in the form of plan development assistance, and

82,70 are still receiving information support services. Thesedata have been

'relatively constant from one quarter to the next . It is possible that services
could be improved, particularly in the area of learning plan development,

Both learners and advisors indicate the least satisfaction with this advisory

service . Additional training in the skills and knowledges associated

with the task of plan development might be considered by:policy makers.

Some changes in the nature of service have been noted in the area of

modifying or redefining project scope as the learner progresses through a

series of meetings with the advisor. In the first quarter, 70% of the learners

were making changes in the scope of their initial project plan while in
the fourth quarter only 30% of the learners were making such changes. There
are two possible interpretations of this finding. First, advisors are getting
better at the task of assisting learners in the definition of project scope in

the first inter-view; that is, in immediately helping the learner to define a

manageable learning project. The second explanation,is that advisors are

not providing needed guidance throughout the learning prOject. This, inter-
pretation suggests that advisors are slowly moving away from the adyisory

service concept back to a position of business as usual. ff this second
_

interpretation is correct then questions arise as to how to create more positive

service attitudes in the advisors. These questions relate to such policy
issues as the need for personnel incentive piograms which offer rewards for
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services well pedormed and which negatively re-enforce performances and

attitudes judged less than professional.

4. Facilities

The data demonstrate that library facilities are adequate for the

prevision of the Learners Advisory Service. Learner evaluations of library
._

facilities and hours show a satisfaction level of 90% and 9 0, respectively.

Additionally, the findings for preferred learning location medic that only

22f% of the learners prefer to do theft' learning in the library. ,

B. Service Demand and Cost

Over a twelve month period a large number of adults haye made inquiries

regarding Advisory Services . Of these many adults, only 934 have Met the

definition of an independent learner. This repreSents an average of 104 learners

per library; the actual range isr65 td 1B1. The question being addressed by the

Policy Study. Group is whether this is a sufficient level of response to, justify r
continuing the service. There are two factors to be considered in addressing -

a

this question. First, each library must specify a target demand level that

derrionstrates service success from the standpoint of the number of learners .

Without this target it is impossible to determine if the demai)4 level is suf-

ficient. All participating libtaries established targets of this -type during the

service testing phase; some of the targets wereirrnet, others were not In

situations where targets were not reached decisions were'made that targets

were vire-as tic and should be altered. This experience led to many of the .

libraries* taking a "wait alid see" attitude (hiring service implementation. The

result ha4been a lack of criteria for measuring success in terms of numbers .

A second factor to be considered is that none of the libraries have

developed or executed full-scale promotional campaigns. Until such an effort

is initiated, it is unfair to judge the. sufficiency of the demand for service.

`Each library has promoted thq service, but these efforts have not been sus-

tained. This is supported y two findings. The fact that sources inside the
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libraries have been responsible for attracting 43% of the learners suggests

that outside communications were.not effective-in reaching a large number of

learners. Additionally, the percentage of.new and light project Library

users attracted to the service has decreasedfrom,36% in the first quarter to

25% in the fourth quarter indicating that outside library communications were

beaoming less effective over time. An important policy question is whether

the library should devote the needed resources to a full-sclae publicity

effort in order to determine the real service demand-level in the Community.

Although there are no aggregated-data5Y service cost, some of the

participating libraries are keeping records of,advisor time. These time

recordsic.an be translated into an estimate of personnel cost associated with

serving one independent learner., However, since the service is still in
an experimental phase,. these data should not be used to make hard decisions'.

While experimeritation is in progress, procedures are being altered ane
. ,

personnel must learn these procedures. Time records of these activities

may not reflect the efficiency that is achieved once procedures are set.

An additional problem of usg cost and demand information for advisory

service in making policy decisions about the future of the service is the

lack of comparable data on other library services. These data are necessary
to insure the most effective allocation of personnel across all library

services.

C. Data System Effectiveness At the Individual Library Level

The data system provides a framework for obtaining -information to be

used by the libraries in operating the service-and in making decisions about

the nature of the service in the future. At the Present tim:, some Of the

libraries do not have a sufficient number of learners to make effective use

of all aspects of the data system. The system is useful with Small numbers
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of learners for single variable analysis such as age, sex, learning goal and

learning Method. Problems arise for the analyses which are designed to

examine relationships between cNrnographic characteristics and project

charaCteristics or between demographic characteristics and promotional media

effectiveness. These analyses divide the learners into a large number of

groups; in rases where few learners are involved there may be several groups

containing only One or two learners. However, as the libraries attract more

learners and provide more service these analyses,will take on greater meaning .

The data system should not be considered only as a means for describing the

past but asa tool for Characterizing the future.

y7

,

,,.
D. Conclusion

,

The general framework for this discussion is intend& as a' starting point

in addressing policy issues. The library policy makers, once they are

satisfied with the general context, must move toward the level of detail,

which will enable them to arrive at specific courses of action., This may re-

quire the use of supplementary Information sburces outside the common data

collection system.
The following illustrations, which come from the indiVidualizedreports

,,

of the Research Study Group, are indicative, of how far the nine public libraries

have moved from basic research to policy - action conciderations. They fall

into one-of three areas which collectively must interlock on anli, serious

policy consideration questions, recommendations and actions .
. .QueStions:

.
- What .proCedures are limiting the involvement of staff in the

delivery of this service? .(Tulsa)

'Is an acquisitions policy or organizational procedure inhibiting
the development of.the service? (Tulsa) ., - .

- *Is the Learners Advisory Service, in actuality, more im-
portant to the library to improve the overall performance
of the librarians in traditional library functions? (Tulsa)
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- Might we not experiment with more continuous efforts outside
the library and reach more new users? (Enoch Pratt)

- Should 'publicity be prioritized in order to get more or different
types of learners or different content areas of interst into
tFe prograiii? (Salt Lake City)

Recomrhendations:

- As 12% of our learners prefer AV materials'we are thinking
about the possibility of allodattng 12% of our book butiget
to satisfy that expressvi need. (St. Louis)

-, A People-to-People Index should be created. (Miami-Dade)

Actions:

- Several other services will be measured and evaluated using'
the processes learned through the project,. (Woodbridge)

The Learners Advisory Service will be ofiered only bTthose
library agencies who volunteer to participate . (Atlanta)

- We tapped inter-library loan within the State and found
several human resources we were unaware of . (Portland)

These illustrative questions, recommendations and actions are intended
Illt

only to reflect the ways in which the data system has been used:in the policy

area; they do not begin to penetrate the wealth and range of policy activities

undertaken by the nine libraries .

33.
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V. DISSEMINATION OF THE INNOVATION

The changes sought through project dissemination-activities are basic
to public librar policy and are not easily brought about through the distribution

of reports and the writing of journal and popular inagaiine articles . These

activities have been carried out and continue into the present time. The

project, htwever, was also seeking changes onong duration that would
v-,-

.persist beyond the nine demonstration sites engaged in the present effort .

The dissemination of the innovation, the Learners Advisory Service, for bring-

ing about planned change in the current.practices of public library service

to adult independent learners required the application of a$ionscious and

delibeyate strategy of dissemination and the creation of.a structure that

would persist ont time for guiding and implementing this strategy.

.There are several factors concerning public libraries that must be con-

sidered in developing such a strategy. First, the present allocation-of funds

to the various interests an departments, within a public library often con-

flicts with The alternative uses of these existing resources for a new general

service that goes across all these interests and departments . Second, the

Learners Advisory service has generated,additional threats to the-morale of

professionals who are comfortable with existing practice's and a segmented

departmentalized epproach to service and clients . Third, the manner in

which planning and evaluation is presently carried out typically does not
0 _/.

provide an avenue for introducing innovations . Current lib trary practices focus

on, acquiring, organizing and preserving collections of miaterials, practices

that are rarely appropriately evaluated. Models to 'effect changes in the

delivery. of a responsive service to the individual are frequently hampered by

a preoccupation with this function of warehousing and the proVision of a mass

service through brief reference interviews characteristic of the main Or central

library of large systems. Fourth., organilational problems in the public
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library'identify communications difficulties and role conflicts at points of

exchange . The question of who talks to whom in disseminating the innovation

and the roles that are assumed in the exchange demand a more direct approach

that goes beyond merely providing information on the achievements of a given

project.,

AI *Short Range Dissemination Activities

One of the most novel and important results of the National Project was

the development of a model and strategy for disseminating the Learners

Advisory Service. To meet the immediate need for interested public librarians

to learn more about the service, the National ,Office decided to conduct a

series of 24 one-day seminars across the country. The purposes of these,

seminars were:

To provide decision makers in small and medium-sized libraries
the opportunity to consider the possibility of a Learners Adv,isory
Service in their own libraries.,

. To review development of the national effort in Learners Advisory
Service implementation. .
To present a description of the service fOr the small or medium-
sized ',library, including provision for needs assessment,' pro-
gram planning and evaluation, and training.

Tp provide basic understanding of the components of a Learners
Advisory Service.

Small and medium-sized libraries were selected as tge target because they

represent a.ilarge proportion of the libraries in the country. The steps followed

in the development and implementation of the seminars ts pictured in Table 22.

The first major task was the development of criteria for the dissemiNtion

model. Criteria were based on characterizations bf small and medium-sized0

libraYies and on a comparison of these characterizations with branch libraries,

providing a Learners Advisory Service. The second task was the cons4uction

of a dissemination model based on the identified Criteria . The third -task
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involved the implementationoof the dissemination model, through the donduct

of seminars and the evaluation of these seminars by participants and ay

resource faculty. .

Table 22. Seminar Development and Implementation Activities
,

Tasks
. ,

Steps

Develop Criteria for
a Model of Dissemination .

iService.

Characterize small and medium-sized
' libraries.

Identify similarities between small and
medium-sized libraries and branch 4o,

libraries providing a Learners Advisory

Develop criteria for -dissemination model
, .

Construct Dissemination
Model

4

.

.

. -...

Review and approval of model 'eciieria
by National Office and members of
Research Study Group.

Construct dissemination model. from
At selected criteria. -

o, Review and approval of model by Policy
Study Group

.

Implement Dis urination
Model

. .

. .

.-.--,
1

.>
-

.

.

.

Appoint National Resource Faculty.
, 4*A- Select pUblic libraries to expand ser-

vice. . . . .

. Schedule visits to.selected libraries
and conduct seminars. ,--

Evaluate model and general digsemina-
tion efforts. . .

, .

VP,
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. Planning and Conduct of Seminars

The seminar teams ,(Resource Faculty) were selected from five ofiqi' .

project libraries Each team was composed of two indiviiduals Following

extensive consultation, the decision wa-s made to divide the country into/

five regions . Whenever possible, the regions were drawn around the locations
.41%,

of the seminar teams. The state was used as the natural geographical unit
foam which the participants would be invited.

It was decided, with some local exceztions,' to seek the assistance of

the state library 'agencies in se ing-up the seminars . Each state agency was

asked to express interest in co- ponsoring the seminar, to provide a list of

individuals who should be invite to tke seminar, and toluggest a local
host sponsor. Once agreement was reached the state library agencies, local

host sponsors and participants were sent a Fact Sheet which. provided basic

information on the seminar. This fact-sheet described the national project,

discussed the function of the seminars and presented details on administration

and coordination. Title overall' response from both state library agen es and '

local host sponsors was exceptional. Clearly; without their coope Lion
the success of the seminars would not have been possible.

Eactuparticipant was asked to supply to the seminar leaders, in advance,

the basic information on both their library andcommiThity. The primary purpose

for requesting" such information was to provide:the. seminar leaders with suf-

ficient knoWledge of their audience to allow fo;.needed adju.stments ih the

-/-

7

seminar approach. This information was cently coMpiled0y the National
Office in order that an aggregate profile of 524 library descriptions would pe.

available For the most part, the aggregate library profile shows that the

prim'ary target group of the seminar was reached, with the mgjority,of partic-

ipants coming from small or medium-sized public libraries . Some encouraging

v
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reasons given for attending the seminar were: interest in new forms of service

(60%) and a desire to increase adult use of the public library (62%).

A Participant's Workbook was preparedby the seminar teams and made

available to the participants at the seminars. This workbook included the

basics components of Advisory and Information Support service along with a

case study designed to be/used during the course of the oneLday Seminar.

In addition, a one-page statement of the. goals and objectives of the seminar

was presented. Each seminar was preceded by a 45-minute slide and tape
presentation which provided an overview of the three-year national effort.

The content of the seminar included both program planning and evaluation

_procedures for service design and the,operation and effectiveness of the

Learners Advisory_ Service for assisting. adult independent'learners .

2. Seminar Evaluations by Participants

At the conclusion of the seminar each participant was requested to

complete a questionnaire assessing both the content.and format used to

describe the Learners Advisory Service; 468 responses were received.

Complete da a were not obtained due to the fact that many participants
did not answ r or understand 11,11 of the pestions and others left the seminar

prior to Cempletion.,

The overall re alts of the questionnaire were positiVe and encouraging;

they confirm the belief that thete is extensive interest in learning more

about the Learners Advisory Service. The favor&le assessments' demonstrated/
that practicing librarians Ayho are we1kprepared, can effectively and skill-,

fully conduct all-day seminars on extremely complex subject matter before

peer groups.
Specifically, 90% of all the participants ind-icatedijaerrthiy receiAd a

basiC understanding of the LearnerS Advisory'S6rvice sand 8'6% beliei/ed that
. .

the interactions a d roles of the advisor, learner and learning project were. . . _ .
made clear Xhrou he seminar. With to the designiand mechanics ,Of (
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the information support service only Nr/, of -the participants indicated that

they had obtained a clear understanding,. Thisi,was.the smallest positive

response in the evaluati n and suggests that more attention 'should be devoted

,to.discussing these services .

In response to a question on training, 77% of the participants said that

.they, could foresee areas in which staff would need training in order tocle-

velop a Learners Advisory Service. Given the many responses to the Learners,

Advisory Service concept during the early stages of the National Project that

librarians were already ptoviding this service, the 77% response, perhaps

more than any other, suggests that the objectives of the seminar were

essentially reached .

' Only 25% of the participants felt it was definitely feasible to establish

a LeaLrs Advisory Service in their library, while 62% indicated that more

time was needed to consider the questions. Just five percent responded "no"

to the question of feasibility. It took the nine public libraries. early three
- I

years to implymerit the Learners Advisory Service, cor?sequently, the,response

on feasibility was very encouraging for it reflects the balanced and realistic

approach taken by the seminar leaders.

3. Summary

We know4 no parallel situation in the field where attempts were

made to systbmatically disseminate the pros and cons of project results in

face-to-face contacts to a we range of individuals prior to the completion
o

of the project. Over t00 library decision makels were exposed to a one-day

presentation describing the service and reviewing the national project results .

Further, these"decision.maker were presented with a suggested model of a.
w

Learners Advisory Service fOr the small and medium-sized public library. In

addition, each participant received various materials, including workbooks,

reports and special bibliographies .
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B: Long-Range Disseminatiron Activities: Consortium for Public Library
Innovation

DUring the last six months the nine participating public libraries, warking

through the P.Olicy Study Group, concentrated their attention on the' critical46.
question of continuity beginning July 1, 1975: Should an action be taken by

the libraries to form a network of experimental publiC libraries?, As one of the

libraNdirectors put it: "We no* have

to become a national network, cat/table

training, information-sharing and other

ekpertise, talents, and resources
of providing consulting, planning,

support servic esthat meet expressed

needs of services.'
° In February of 976, the nine project libraries and the 'Minnespotis Public

Library'were asked to form a consortium by the National Office. In June of

1976, the Consortium for Public Library Innovation was established. Briefly

summarized, the Consortium has cwmitted itself to the following major

activities:
Overall improvement of the Learners Advisory Service:through
systematic research, experimentation and distemination.

Research on library service and management problems and the
implication of these reqUirements for libeary'school curriculum
modification.

Developmentof a prototype evaluation and data system for
planning, monitoring and managing the various functions of
public libraries.
Sharing of planning, training and evaluation taleht with other
libraries.
Dissemination and expansion of the results of
activities and research.

Various audiences will be interested in the results obtained fromothe ex-

perimenfal work of the Consortium and the findings will be specifically directed

to directors of public libraries, librarians providing:in-depth service, professors
of library science and researchers, and policy_makers in local goVernmen ts

and community agencies .

J
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.Vr. CONCLUSIONS

ere are sever,a-l-important outcomes811/4the project.

development and implementation of the Learners Advisory Service concept

has generatedlincreased attention to the need for providing_more and better,

quality services to adult ough the public library. Nine libraries have

experimented with th proyision of in-depth advisory and inf9rmation support

services to adul interested in learning outside Of a formal educational

setting. TheSe services have-attracted 934 learners in the ,P-st year, 216

of which are light'or new project library users. The results of evaluations
made by learners completing projects indicates that 91% were overall satisfied

with the services and that 92% would use the seviceagain for a new learning

project. These findings suggest that the service is operatingeffectively in

)'
First, the successfuj

support of the learner. This success has led to interest on the part of other
libraries in developing more effective service pi'egrams for adults. The

response of dissemination seminar participants in desiring tb expldre new

service alternatives is evidence of this interest.-
A second outcome of the Learners AdviSory,Serlice was the successful

integration'of the service with"Program Planning and Evaluation

This iptegration h-as(emplOsizeB the responsibility of the public' library

operating in a manner accountable to those wtio help support the institution,.
V

-The structure of the .Program Planning and Ev uation process has demonstra

bly moved thl library management,operation n the direction of joint decision

making based on the ac'ceptance Ofmajor input' from those whose experience,
. .

4

r

training and involveme provides expertise to the decision under consideration.

Through the use of a 'ommon data collectionand evaluationsystem the partici-
.

patag libraries demonstVated a willingness to replace shared ignorance with .

an objective information base for decision making. As a result of this system.
a wealth of information has been compiled bythe nine libraries; rougth of .

e
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which is specific to their local situations. Continued analysis and interpretation

of these data should provide additional insights for the profession in the months

to come, The results will point up both the strengths and the weaknesses of

the services being offered.

A third outcome of the project was the formation of the Consortium for

Public Library 1vation and the commitment of this group to support the ef-

forts of the Research Study Gro.up 's well as other programs designed

. enhance library services. This group symbolizes the ongoing efforts of many

public librarihnS who are genuinely interested in improving the.overall per-
.

formance of the library. An important function of the Consortium is to openly
_ -

take on dri advocacy role for serviees needed by making the most effective

us_e Of available data . Such a rolewill move the public library towards the

establishment Of meaningful priorities based on careful needS assessment.

A fourth outcome of the project was the identification of the conditions

which must be met for the Learners.AdviSory Service to succeed in any given

library. These conditions are as follows:
.

The top administration must be actively in support of the
service

The central facility (in the case of the Multi-unit library). must
be.deeply involved in providing the service.

The key library policy makers must establish a personnel system
which recognizes and rewards outstanding perforniance and does.
not reward "non-professional" attitudes and behavior. The
Learners Advisor.y.Service will not persist and become integrated
into the library if allowed to develop on a purely "volunteer"
baSis or when top adniinistration accepts de facto rejection of
the service by any middle manager.

The service planners must continually monitor service provision
procedures to insure that advisors continue to offer the service
as planned. In ahy situation where innovative programs are
being tested, there is a propensity for new procedures to be`re-
jected or ignored due to uncertainty, unfamiliarity and lack of
understanding. Unless cronstant attention isgiven to this
problem, procedures revert to old habits.

-76
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A fifth outcOrne'ofthe project was the identifiCation of background and

training requirements associated with designing, modeling and implitmenting

a new service concept. The training provided through the National Office

on program planning and'evaIbation appears to have been adequate in terms

of instructing librarians in,the use of a planning and evaluation, model.

However, the effective application of these techniques 'depends on the ability
.

of the librarian planner to, conceptualize and describe the Service "t,00 be offered. - ,

The fact that it took nearly two years to adequately describe the basic ele-
..

merits of the .I.,earners.Advisory Service indicates a need for education in the
3.

areas of requirements analysis and system developMent. These skills are

important to future efforts directed toward service description and inodeling.

Such modeling is critical in that it.provides a basis for.,objective analysis
Poor conceptualizations of service lead to highly personalized and'subjective

views of activities . The question is whether librarians should be provided

with the etcation necessary to operate as researchers or whether they should

be educated in ways that allow effe,ctiye communication with systryn designers

and that provide the ability to interpret and apply research resultsto isbues
r 1

of library,policy. There is an u(nt'need for,an'extensive dialogde among

library educators with those in the field to explore at least the legitimacy of

the issue raised above. 'Hopefully, the Consortium for `Public Library in= -

novatiop will become a key catalyst in generatiig Such a dialogue: The same

need exists with the various professional associations, at the/national,
regional and state levels and efforts are currently being pursued in this area

by the Consortium leadership.

C
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Descriptionaof Service
1/4

Advisory Service

The primary function of the advisory service is the development Of

a learning plan which matches the needs of the adult independent learner.

This plan includes a descriptioraof propoied learnipg activities and the.

sequences and timing associated with their accomlollshinent. The creation of

a learning plan involves in-depth communication and understanding between,
o

the learner and the advisor. This may require one or e272ral working ses-

sions . Thf most effective learning plan is one which accounts for all the

preferences and background experiences of the-learner. ,There are several

steps Which the advisor and the learner,take to reach an effective plan.

These steps have evolved out of the work experience of advisors during the
.

'
service test.

Interviews with advisors at Atlanta ," Tulsa and Portland aboiit their work
o

with. learners7provities the basis for the follpwing procedural description of
,_ the advisory service.. The first step the advisor takes'with a potential adult

learner is to describe the advisory and information support service the
library. An essential part of this description is an explanation of the roles
the learner, and the advisor will play in the accomplishment of a learning

projeat. It is necessary that the learner understand that the advisor's role

is to guide and assist; the learner makes the decisions .' impoitant*aspect

of the initial contact with the learner is' making him/her feel comfoi=table

with the advisor and with the processes of the, advisory se ice. The second

step involves explaining to.tre learner the kinds of inior Lion the advisor

will ask for during the interview; demOgraphic characteristics so 'the libly
can determine who they are helping with the service; learning project char-

\acteristics .so the advisor can develop an understanding of the learner and

his/her learning needs . The Ipird te'p'toward learning plan development is

4
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to collect demOgraphic information from the learner.' A description of the
a-

learner's occupatio'n and his/her level of education may be of use to the
:

advisor irteterminingstrategies for assisting the learner.
-.....-V The description of learning projeCt characteristics b'eginswith the fourth

'pACedural step. This step involves obtaining a description of the learner's;step
.

gOal. The advisoNasks a series-of questions to determine whi the. learner.
,.

is: interested in performing a proje.ct; IS it for academic credit, fOr job ad-
. . 4 c . .

4vance rent, to acquire a skill? The fifth step is to. determine what the learner
.w nts to learn; the content scope of the project. If

*the content, is too broad'
. !

or if the learner is uncertain, the advisor provides assistance in. defining the

scope. This may be accomplisW by outlinind a number of alternatives tor.

the learner to consider. Information about the learner's backgroundin the
. . . ,. .selected content area can_ be used as a guide in lithiting prqject scope.. The...

-_____,_ . .
.

t
sixth step is ro describe Show the learner prefers-to-learn. In order to ef--.-

J,....-.-,f, .

fectively assist in the planning process the ,advisor must unerterstanct the medsia
. , . .,, ..

preferences (e.g., books,-films, smalt-grol4p-discuisions) and the location
- - -

preferences (e.g., library., home, :classroom) of the learn,er. The int'kgration

of information on goals 1J contenrrscope, background experience and learning

styles forms the .basislor the learning plan. The final step involvbs working. _

with the learner tosselect a oldgicalsequence':011eaning activities to meet.- -

his/hei learning goals and to. satisfy his/her-Content interests.

Information obtained at,ehch step -in the learning plan'cievelopmentrocess

May be modified or elaborated as the learning project continues -Changes,

in prOject goals and scope lead to changes inthellearning ptan: The learning

pIan, then, is a flexible guide to accOmpliShinglearning

B. Information Support Seri/ices

Information support services include selection of library materials, develop-

ment of study aids and identification of comMunity resoUrces. -These srvices.
4

are used to implement the learning Pilan. Selection of materials usually begins

o
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by searching the print and non-print resources of the library. If appropriate

materials are not located then infbr-library loan is used or selected prhases
-.lace made;

Two approaches havd'been used in. developing study aids to assist the

llearner in integra ng his/her program &f learning. In the firg,t approacii% the

advisor creates an individually taitored study aid for the learner through the
-4 .

use of standard bibliographic tools. In the second approach, group of

librarians with expertise in a selected 'content area Work together to develop

a I s

4i

stry add for general use. This second approach is -used when a common
I , . .

ed is identified aniong-learnprs using the service. . .

,, 6, q i44,-i

_The selection of appropriate community, resources is accomplished through
. .

the use of community resource referial files. In most .of the libraries theie

'Ales weresdeveloped as a result of the service"plan. Some referral files were

liesigned :around eciCVional opportunities in the community, others contaiit
.. .

a broader information base consisting of educational institutions, service
. .

- ,,organizations, local b-usinesses and individuals : One library hag developed

-,.-

- 1, ,
. a data bank which includes all library and community resources related

-
lo

.
.

.
Ildult independent learn- ing. 'he selection of organizations and individuals

-.. -..',..... _ ' . ,

to be -included in these-files has been based on 'general assessments 'of, learner
. .. . 4

-`.---,..rieels and on requirements-ddentified in'specific. learning projects . In addition,
1 tq developing community resourcefiles some libraries have crested files

.ic.ontaining inTormation of selected library personnel, their"areas of content/
- .

specialization and their 'willingness to work- with _learners. The developme

maintenance-, and updating of all of. these files has required substantial tit'n

and effort . Two referral procedures have been used bi advisors. The first

proceddre is for the advisor to contact the agency or individual and set up an

appointment foiaithe learner. The second pr6cedure is to provideilie learner

with information on who to contact; the learner takes the respongipility.for -,

I 1

making the app.-Ointment. _
1

1

. Ift
-

4.
4.
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An essential element in the rovision of support service is evaluation;
All materials, studyikids and referrals provided by the advisor aie evaluated

.

by the learner in terms of usefulness to the learning project. These evalu-

ations occur throughout the conduce of the project. The evaluation process
provides direction to the advisor and the learner the further selection of
resources cto implement the study plan,
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Data Collection Forms and Recording Instruction

There are eight forms tobe used for data collection. These forms include:

ntervie*-, Progress Report, Progress Evaluation Interview, Materil Work-

;s- sheet, Referral Worksheet, Lear'ner's Evaldation, Learner's AdvisOr Evaluation,

and Time Record. Both. the format of the forms and the working of the questions

are a resu't of extensive planning and testing by the nine libraries who. are
.

implementing .advisory services -to independent adult learners.

The forms have been designed to serve two pticrpOs4 . The first purpose`

is to provide e record of the learning project at the workifig level. That is,

to.provide information that is useful to both the advisor and the learner

throughout the, learning project. The second purpose is to obtpin data which

can be aggregated -for all learners . This aggregation can be used to examine

general characteristics of learners, types of-service provided, judge useful-

ness of 4mi-1/ice, and staff time required. Dietale4descriptions of ea h form
i

and its purpose are pr'esented in the ;following pe4es 9

A., Form A:- InteaView-
' ,?Information is recorded on the Interview form by the advisor dyring the

fir
o
st meeting with the learner. Each learner is'assigned an Identification

Number to facilitate the 'analysis of this infOrroation bycompudiar. This
11017

number will be assigned at,a central location prior to the distribution of forms

packages to learner's advisors and it appears in the lower right ha 'nd corner

of Form A. The purposes of this farm are to provide basi demo raphic

information about the Learnyli to (provide a first rough ption of the
'learning project and to serve as a record of advisory and information services

the- first. sestsion. The form is divided into three s ections 'corresponding

to theSe pUrPoses.. Precelng the three sections are threeitems,. The first

item indicates whether the interview was conducted in person or by telephone.
. "

The second
, and third items are the date and time of the interview, The time

4
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will show the length of the interview as well as when it occurred during the,

day. This information is needed' for scheduling: when and for how long should

the advisor plan 'to be. available.

I. General Information.About Learner
s

The first section of the 'nterView form is designed to obtain general

information about the learne . The items included in this section are:

Name, Address, Telephone Number: Where cart the learner be
contacted and when is the best time for the advisor to call?

Sex: This breakdown is needed for demographic comparisons
with the population.

-Residecce: Is the learner a resident of the area surrounding the
-library? Is the learner within the "legal jurisdiction of the

. library? Basically, where are-the learners coming from?

Occupation: What.is the specific abccupation of the learner?

of interest. The occupaifonal categories may be Used as' a guide
Ctit cupation may have ,some beaving on the learner's goal or area

to, describing specifically what the learner does. These categories
were Cho s err to correspond with the census breakdown so that
comparisons could beilade 'with the population.. The categor-
-1zatidn-of ocCUpation be done jDy the coder; the specific
occApatioh.should be recdded by the advisor.

tk

' Age: How old is the learner? The age ranges selected are the
ones used by`the CenSus; this allows for comparison with the
population. Additionall}*, age may be one of tht demographic
characteristics that influence thetype of learning project.
Previous Library Use: Is the learner a library user? -Hes he/she
used your, library? Other librarie'S.e7Ispe/she a new user?"
The, frequency of use values on these items correspond to
categories sed in national library surveys. The main concern ':.
is: are non-library users being attracted to the advisory
service? One of the service goals of your library may have
been to attract new librarY users.

Library Card:- If the learner is a. previous user of your library
does he/she have a. library card? If your library, does not have,

4 cards, check the space.laUeled NA.

B-4
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ThAk,purpose of this form i's to provide the advisor with informatiOn-
about the learner and to provide both the a,dvis6r. anctthe- learner with
a common basis ,for working through the learning project. This form
should be filled out by the advisor.

1. INTERVIEW I .1D . No.
.

,0*
'Interview Conducted: Phone

)
Date

ve,_, Iner.son Time: Begun- _,7 End

General Information About Learner
. .

1 . Learner 2. M F'

3. Address
Street I City' State Zip

4. ' `,"? ' .-
Home-Phone '139,tiness Phone _Best Time to Call

5. Resident Non=Resiten? In Service Area,

.1 6. Specific Occupation

7. Occupational tegory:

Housewife
WOrker

- Peotessional-

8 :=A46: (Circle one)' -18

9. Use of Project Library:
Once or. more a month

.Coder, will complete)

Manager, Administrator:
.;Other White.Collar Worker

Unemployed_ .,;;;;

:1;8-24 2-34 (35-44 45-54' .55-64.'65+

Retired
Student

()nog@ or more. eves, 6 Months,
4_ Once. or more, a st. ..'\4

10. Use of Other Librar e
., -

Once or more a-moritlq` r;;,/' Less than once a year, _.
or. more every 6 liokbs Never . -,

"\11) - . Once or more every yeaff,...::,

11. Library Card: Yes NA .A

.
12.. Learned .of Learners Advisor, .prviee 1-iroil,gh: -

: k

TV........ Radio _ Newspaper :.Library Display. - Community -Display
__ Librarian Word of Mckah PnotherAgency Corrimunity Outreach

e. , 1
e %

L ess than once a year
Never . .

.

NR

Other (specify)

13. Education Completed: ..
` j... .

( ... 8th Grade or ,Less
Some College ' _ BAR.

4

Graduate WorkY.... , . .
.z,

Elaborates . :

Some '-sigh Schdol i High. School Graduate

Form A, pg 1
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O

Publicity: What publicity medium attracted the learner to the
advisory service? Here only one medium should be checked:?
the medium that brought the learner tc. the service.. The pur- - X .
pose is to determine what forms of publicity are most effective
in attracting learners . . ia .

a Education: How'much education does the learnerhaye? The
level of education mayinfluence the kinds,of materials pro-
vided to support the learning project. .The-eduaatiop break-

'town comes from the censu so that compqilsons can be made
with the popilation. -An eAboration line cs -included hero
that. t1 advisor can record pertintnt information concerning .

,major' areas: of study.. _ c-
s - _ ,=

. .. , 7-,
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, 2. Description of Learning Project .A

The second section of the Interview form concerns the description of

the steps involved" in diagnosing the learning need and in develo ping a

leathirigplan. Completion of these Items should provide the learner and the
advisor with..a shafed understanding-a#-what the learner wants to achieve,

what the learrter already knouts and some general plan for moving from where

+lie learner is to where -he /she to be. Under each &f these questions

space tias been provided to elabqrate on the learner''s explanation. This

-s pace should be used by the advisor to clarify and- further -describe the

learner's choices. It may be neces'pary to meet with the learner mere than.
one to obtain all of the information for this s;ection. The num er of meetings

%ft

alv

will depend on how well the learner-understands 'his/her learning need.

The items included in this section are:
; ' .

et,

Learning Goa What does the learner want to achieve? The
alternatives listed in this question shoo -1d serve-as a guide to
the learner's actzisor in helping the learner Specify a goal.
The two 'alternalives, increase knOwle,dge/and increase .skill
are distinct from credit or job advancenient in that they relate ,
toy t e learner's desire just to find out more about an area.
Th adisor checks only one goal category ior'each learner.

1
"..(- This will indicate the primafy Motivation for wanting to learn.

The specification of the goal *should be recorded under
"Elaborate Goal" . If a secondary.goal is indicated, it can
be described in this space.

Area o f Learning Project: What is the,Content area the learner,
is interested in?- The alternatives listed correspond to the

'Dewey System . The elabopation of the learning interest
.should be usedby the advisor as an,aid to understanding what
the learner wants to learn; specification and understanding of
content is critical to the adyisor's ability to support the
learner. Here,. again,, only one content category should be
checked -to indicate the major area of interest.

1. e
N

a

I 4
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`Background in Learning Area: HQW (Ruch does the learner already
know in the selected content area This willindicate wheie
be/she is now; where the advisor should begin the support. Any

tspecific information should be recorded Calder "Elaborate Back-__,
. 1.6- '

,-,
Preferred Learning Method: HoW-does the learner like to learn?
Some alternatives are books, audio - Visual, informal discussions,
programmed instruction,* etc. This infofMation willhelp the
advisor'in planning suppbrt for. the learning projects. In this
question Xhe Most preferred method should be checked. If ad-
ditional methods are also 'indicated by the learner these can be
discussed on 41e *elaboration line: 4

) . , ,

i Preferred,Learnin9 Location: Were does the learner like to
learn? Home? Library?" Classrooth?"- Here again, the response
to-this i4m will influence the support provided. The most pre-
ferred location should be checked,.with elaboration provided as

below
..' . Is

tr

110

Ways of Helping the Learner: What approacties to learning doses
the advisor recommend based on the goal, the content; the
learner's background and the learner's preferences for method
and 16eation of learning?

Sequence of Learning Project: Where does the advisor ,feel the
learner should start the project: type of, material, level of
sophisticatiOn, v-olume,of material at one'tirne, etc.? What
steps should follow in'rnOkring thejearner from 'starting le'vel.
to project' oal?

2,

cj

*Special manuals which lead the learner through a content area. Such
manuals usually include tests.,

B -8
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e , %

* Description of LeorninglProject

14. Learning Goal(s). (Select one):
_ Ed

'
ucati4,onal 'credit' .

Job ;advancement or change
Increaie knowledge
Increase skill

Elaborate Goal:

. Meet people with common ipter.ests,
_'Contribute to community

Pleasure end recreation

15. Area of Learning Project (Select one):
Philosophy

figl-on._ Re
Social Sciences_ Language

Elaborate Area of Interest.

_ Pure Science.
_ Technology,

Applied Science
Arts

. Literafute
General Geography,

and History

16. Background knowledge/skill in learning area:

.No experience Some experience_ _ Expert

_ Elaborate Background:

17. Learning method preferred by learner (Select one):
Books Programmed Instruction

., .
Audio Visual , Formal Classes

Elaborate Learning Method
. .11

4.

Informal Discussions
Other

.

18'. Learning location preferred by learner (Select one):
In Librafy Iri Classroom At Home Other_

Elaborate Location

0,

.. if
, ,-

19. Possible ways of helping ttre learner meet learning goal(s) :4

,

20. Recommended sequence of learning project (where to begin and steps to follow):

B-9
9 7
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3. Ad71sory /Information Support Services

The third section, of the Interview form deals with the Advisory and In-

forMation Support serviaes provide'd.by the advisor during the first Meeting',

with the learner. That is, what was done for the learngr-this time and what

preparations.will be made for the next meeting.. It is important to keep

records on what was done for two reatons. First, it helps the advisor

know what has' been accomplished so far. ',Second, when this information

is aggr egated across learners a picture of the process begins to emerge;

that is, what happens at each meeting with the learner. Items included in

this section are:

Advisory Service: What was done toward learning Nan develop-
ment? .How far did the advisofand the learner go in'defining
goals, bounding project content, etc.? For this item multiple
alternatives may be checked.'

.
Information Support Service: Was the learner given any informa-
tion support? Some'alternatives are materials, c.eferral, study
guide, etc. Here, .again, multiple responses may be made\

Steps To Be Taken Before Next Appointment: What does the ad-

* ; visor need to do to prepare for the next meeting...7. locate
materials, make telephone calls, etc.?

Next Appointment Date: When does the learner'expect to return
for further discussion with the advisor? If a specific time can
be set this should assist the advisor in scheduling his/her
time. '

-

1.



Advisory Service

21. Explaining independent lerning
program __

erarifying learning goals

Defining projedt scope

Developing learning sequence
Elaborate -service(s)

tot
-meta

. - .

Information Sport Service

22. Provide materials %,....._. G6ther inforrpation _ Frovidd reading
. Refer outside library _ Provide study guide list

_Refer ihside library - Other (specify) .

Elabote service(s)

c

Steps to be taken before next appointment .

. .

Next.appointment date
Comments

Learner' s Advisor

\
B-1.1
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13. Form B: ProgreS ReportN..--,,_

A Progresfs Report form iS filled out by the advisOr f r each meeting with

the learner following the initial interview. Even if tS advisor'must gQ back

to the Interliew form to complete:the Project Descrip ion secti9, a Progress

Report should be filled.out. to indicate`date, time, pe of contract4. services,

and actions . The purpose of the Progress Report s ,to maintain a continuing

record of the learning project, This form is divi ed into two sections: Modi-

fications in Learning Project, and Advisory/Inf rmation Support Services

The section on learning project modifications includ.bs items on changes made
=

by the learner or the advisor as a conseque ce of events that have occurred

between meetings. Theseitems are:

ti

Changes or Elaborations in Learning Goal(s): Has the -learner'.
rethought his/her goals? Has r ading or discussion changed
what he/she wants to accompl h?

Changes in Scope of Aiea Of- reiest: Has the learner changed
the breadth or depth of his oeent interest? Has the content
area become better dOined

i Changes in Ways of Helping the Learner Meet the Goal(s):
Has the advisor or the learner come up With new thoughts.on
how the learning project should be. accomplished?

Changes n Segu9nce of Learning Project: Are there steps thai
can be eliminated based on what the learner has accomplished
between meetings~? Are there steps that need to be added? 1
Does a change in learning goal or. content scope require a
change in the learning plan sequence? -

The section on Services includes the same items as the corresponding

section of the Interview forth, Again, multiple respon'ses may be made under
.

ea-ch_ item. The purpose here is to obtain an accurate record of'what was

done for the l-earrier during each meeting.
r.

\

,
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The purpose of this form is $o provide a record for the learner and the
advisor of the learner's progress . This form should be filled out by the
advisor.

PROGRESS REPORT I.D. No.
Contact:, Phone Date:

In Person Time: Begun End
.

Learner . ( Visit No.
Modifications in Learning Project
1 . Changes and/or elaborations in learning goals:

2,. Changes in.Scope of area of interest: Broader Narrower

3 . Elaborations of changes in area of interest:

4 . Changes in ways of helping learner meet goals:

5. Changes, elaborations in-sequence of learning proj,t:

Advisory Service
/

6. Explaining independent learning program projeCt scope.
Clarifying learning goals, Developing learning sequence-

7 (Elaborate service.(s)

. Information Support Service ,

8. Provide materials Provide Study Guide. Provide r ading list
Refer outside library Refer inside librgry Gath r inform4ion
Other (Specify)

9. Elaborate service(s)'

I

s

1.0 . Steps to be taken before next 'appointment

11. Next appointment ,

Learner' s Advisor

-B-13,
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C. Form Progress Evaluation , nterview
-

A Progress Evaluation Interview is conducted with each learner follow-..
ing every two progress meetings. The form used in this interview is filled

out by the advisor. The purpose here is diagnoAic; to provide the advisor

with periodic feedback from the learner on how the learner feels the project
a

going . Such feedback will allow the advisor to make adjustments in

services'as the project prOgresses. The items on this form include:

Pace of Learning Project: Does the learner feel that the project
is moving at the right speed? If the learner's an swer.is negative,
what can the advisor do, to change the situation?

41.

Meeting Goals: Does the learner feel the project is progressing
towards his/her learnitng goals? If not, why and how can a
positive change be made?

, , di

Advisor Available: Poe's the 'learner feel the advisor has been
available when needed orr'have there,been scheduling problems?
Can these problems be alleviated?

Libra Facilities: DoeS the learner feel that the library Tacil-
itie allt been adequate to' meet his/her need? Can this situ-
ation be improVed? s

Learning 'Does the learner feel the advisor has provided
adequate gidance in learning plan development? If not, what
should' the advisor do?,,"

4
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41.

f

,Th`e primary purpose of this form is diacrnOstic. It should help the
advisor to adjust to the needs of the learner. This form should be
filled out by, the advis& in conversation with.the learner.

PROGRESS 'EVALUATION INTERVIEW I.D. No.

Contact: Phone Date
In person

1 . Learner's Name

2. Does the learner feel that the learning project is'moving at an adequate pace?
Yes No Don't know'

Elaborate:

3. Does the learner feel that he/she is progressing toward his/her learning
goal? ,

Yes No Don'_ _ Don't know

Elaborate:
7

4. Has the advifior been available when needed? Yes

If "no" hoW-Can this problem be corrected?

5. Have the 'library facilities been conducive to the learner's project?
Yes _NA

If "no" hOw can this situation be improved?

6. Has the advisor provided the needed assistance in learning plan development?
Yes No Don't know

If "no" what shOuld the advisor do?

B-15
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D. Form D: 'Materials Worksheet

.The purpose of.the Materials Worksheet is to provide a central record of

te materials given to the learner. Appropriate information should be added ;

to this form by the advisor each time material is provided to the learner or

each time the learner is asked evaluate the usefulness of specific material.,

The information to be redbrded on this form includes:
/

Date Selected: When each piece of Material was selected for
the learner.

Da=te Available: When each'piece of material was provided to
the learner.

Type of Material: Some suggested material categories are
print media, visual media, audio Media', study aids . -A ftirther
breakdown within these categories is shown at the bottom Of
the form. These s.peciftc breakdowns may be used the
advisor.

Description of Materi61: SholI;titie, author and call number..

Availability of Material: Wa's material held lathe collection or
was it necessary to borrow or buy it? Was the material on, the
shelf or in circulation? These boxes should be completed in
accordance with the initial status of the material selected (what
was the situation when availability was first checked) . This
information should serve as a useful input to future decisions
on acquisitions.
$Usefulness of Material: Did the learner feel the recommended
materfal was appropriate? If not,- for what reason? Too old?
Too advanced? Etc.. Information of this type should help the
advisor An future teltctios for the learner.

B-16
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This form.will provide a record' of all material selected for the learner and the learner's evaniation
of these materials. This form should be filled, out by the advisor.

Learner

MATERIALS WORKSHEET

I .D . No.

.

----_-__Al.

6
a).

a)
+.
0

IQ

.4

704

>

a)
+.0

--,,t. 42,
411 ---''

a) a)
a 4,7'i,fI N

.

Materils-Description
(Title and Call Number)

.

, .
r

,

In
Coll.

Not in
Coll. - .

-. Usefulness

CD

' 72
...-,

-al
* >
.tt

.

CD

.72

4-3 -fii
CI >z..tt

.

-3
,_.1

'...

.

e

.....0

4.

4
$-.

Q
*

,
a)
4-3
ai

. T.:

0
6.a0000m's-o,tt,

, .

.-,
a)
1.4

a)
-z
0
0

Es

6
4:!,
.,..4
0
a)

,cn
0
E-'

a),
c.)Z
00

>

<
0

Es

=
a;

il
0

Es

to

,.

co

a)

ci)

41

-cs .-0
0
P

-
o ,

.
. . .

_
, -

.1

.
. .

,

,
. , .

c.
.

4 /
. ...,

. .
, ,

.

ti
.

. .

74

4 :

- . .

,

.

c
. .

. .
4

, (

.
. . t

_
.

.
. 3.

*Print Media: Books inc. paper ,backs , pamphlets, periodicals, microform; Visual Media: Films, slides,
filth strips, pictures, video cassettes; Audio Media: Records, tapes; Slitidy Aids: Bibliographies, study
guides, reading lists.
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E. For,m E: _Referral Worksheet
I

The ptirpose of the Referral Worksheet is to provide's central record of

referrals made-foreach learner. The form should be filled Out by the advisor.

Th,e irk-formation recorded will indicate the status and the tfsefulness of each

referral. Su\ch inforination will be of value for the advisor in'sugg'esting

tiongl agencies or individuals to assist the learner in his/her project. The
worksheet calls for the following:-

Agency or Indiv idual: The name, address, telephone nu'inber (as
needed} of each agency or individual selected as a referral.

Type o.f Referral: Four types of referrals have been identified:
advisory outside the library, ,information support outside the
libtary, advisory inside the library (e.g., one library agency to
another} and information support inside the library. Advisory
referrals are referrals where the learne- will receive some con-
sultation and guidance in his/her project; information stipport
referrals are referrals where the learner Will receive information,.
materials, etc.

.. :.

Agency'Contact Date: The datb the advisor contacts the agency/
. individual io schedule an appointment for the learner. If*no ap-.

..

pointment is made leaVe this space blank , .

Learner's Appointment Date: The date the learner is scheduled
to meet with the agency/individual. If-no specific appointment .

is made leave this space blank.

Learner= Used Referral: An indication of whether the learner kept
the appointment; made use of the referra(1! A yes should be
entered if the referral was used, a no if the referral was not

4 used

Date Referral Followed Up: The date the advisor checedwith
the 1 arner to determine if the referral was used and if. the
referral had been useful.

,

Referra) Useful: L-The usefulness of the referral2as judged by the
learner. A yes should be entered if the learner felt the referral

4 was useful, a no if the, learner felt the referral wasnbt useful:

Not Used or Not Useful: The reasons given by the learner as to ,

why the leferral was not used.orif used, not useful.

Ps.

B-18
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This form will provide a record of,all referrals made fora learner, an indication of whether4 ---
appointments were kept and the usefulness of each referral:gs judged by the learner.

Learner

REFERRAL WORKSHEET
5>

4
_ A

.

.. ,,
Agency /Individual

.',

-.

.

ic

o4-4 MI

L.CD 0
4.4

E--, e ,cc

+.,.0
CO

.1..o
0
0>g ai
CD 4'
CP MIA
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.'
CDE

1... ..--,
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E "i5 a)
IV P 4.."
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1-4 ,z4 A
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.--- ......o
(r) 5., z" 1
E" a) ta
CCI 4-I a)
a) a) .414 a :-;

L-4

a)4.4 'CSw w
c4.
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04

C=1.4.

a

...,

. 7. . ,

..-4 o
(1J., ---. ,z
1-. 4 Ia) a) in

48 si,

Z..= ,

-

If Not Used or Not Useful,
Give Reason

.
.

-
.

. 1
.

. , .
A

.

e ,
. 4

,
. . .

: .

, ,

,
,

., . .. .
,

' r
"N

. .

..,, -, t ,

4
-

I

/ '
V _

^ '';'
- -,,.

,:.'"*.le

. -

A

. I =e..._ , . - ..,;e"

.
.

.
6,

'`,. . .
.

*Advisory Referral duiside Library (AO), Information Support Reterra Outside
Library (I0) , Advisory Referral Inside. Library (AI) , Information Support
Referral Inside Library (II) z
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F. Form F: Learner's EValuation

- The Learner's Evaluation is filled out by the learner when the learning

Project is completed. The purpose-of this form is to obtain the learner's

overall impression of the advisory and information support services; the.

results provide the-principal indication of service effectiveness. The eleven

questions on the first age of the form deal with the adequacy of,the advrsor-
.

learner relationship and with the usefulness and availability of selected
z

information support services (e.g. materials, study aides, facilitieS, re-

ferrals, eto.). An example of question phrasing is: "Did the learner's ad-

visior understand what.you wanted to learn?". This format is Used throughout

the questions. The learher'sfjob is to respond to each question by select-
.

ing one of five evaluative categories ranging on the low end from "never"

to a responseon the high end of "always" . Questions 12 and 13 ask about

continued use.of the service or recommending the service to someone else f

These questions are answered by a' "yes" or "no" . The final "question is

concerned with how the learner feels he/she had changed as a result of the

learning..project and the help of the service.

0
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-The purpoSe of this form is to get the learner's imprestIons of the
advisory serVice. The learner fills out the form. -

LEARNER'S 'EVALUATION

.
. .

,

.

,

Que etions
.

Z

.

Evaluatfons'

>
. a)
Z

.

.

E

),11Z3

w
Cl)

, u)
N .
E"
E0
0

-113
4-1

0

.\
t\
i'

,...,

0=4

'1 . Was the library open-when you needed it? . ,

,
. . . .

2. Were the library facilities helpful to you in
.doing your learning project?

. ,.

3. Was the Learntr's Advisor available when you
wanted to talk?

.

.
.

4. Were you comfortable in talking to the' Learner's.
Advisor about what you wanted to learn?

.

.

5. Did the Learner's Advisor understand what you
wanted to learn? . . ,

.

."Was the Learner's fdv1sor helpful in developing
a n for your learning; (helping -yoti decide howl
to begin and what to do) ? ,

. .

.

z ., ,

7. e the right materials (books, tees, etc.)
. avai ble when you needed them? ..

.

.
.,

.

.

8. Were the materials given to you by the Learner's
Advisor useful in helping you learn what you

,

-.- wanted to learn? .. .
.

-

,
. ,

.

9. If you usqd a learning. guide in whir 'learning,
.was it helpful? ..

.

.

-

.

.,

10-. If you were referred to another agency did that
agency help you in your learning project? .

..-

.

.

11, Overall were you satisfied virith-help provided to
you by the Learner's Advisory Service? . ,

k
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I ,

12._Wotild yby use the service again?. ,

Yesr Nom

S

Don't know

, 13. Would you recothmend<the service to s meone else?.

Yes , No Don't know
1,..

14. How do you think you have .changed as,a result of your project and the
help the library has provided?

,

Learner's Name

Date

B-22
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Q. Farm G: Learner's Advisor Evaluation

t The purp?se of the Learner's Advisor Evaluation form is to obt in the

advisor's overall evaluation of the experience with the learner. Th form. ,

should be filled out by the advisor for each learner upon completion o the

/ 6.

learnin*project. The questions 4ked of the advisor are the same as t ose
.

uthed

scale fi
with. the learner. The advisoc:0 expected to

well the
answe each question,On

. a fin "never" "alWays" basedon how advisor feels the,

service has worked for the learner'. The final question deals with .how the

aavisor feels the learner 'has changed as a result of the learning project..
Sirie,the,questions asked of the learner and the advisor are the same,

comparisohs cart be made between the two evaluations, the two perceptions
, ,

, of service 'value to the learner.-

f"
.111.

r
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The purpose of this farm is to obtain the advis.or's overall evaluation
of the experience with the learner. Advisors fill out this form.

LEARNER'S ADVISOR EVALUATION

Learner's Name I.D. No.

,
.

.

Questions

'Evaluations..

.

tr,
>
a)Z

E
o

, 1:3
"cil)
cn

u)
a)
E

---.
6
E
0

co .

(i)

-,-,

6

u)..
al
3

-, :-'

I.-Was the learner' comfortable in talking tp you
about what he/she wanted to learn? - , ,.. .

..., '1,
2. Did you understand what the learner wanted to ;

learn?

3. Were you helpful in develioping a learning plan?, .

k.

. 1

4. Were you available when the learner wanted to
talk? ', .4 iJ -

.

.

.. .
5. Were appropriate materials

availab1

le for the
learner when he/she needed them?

,..,

.

.

.

, ,

f

.

. .

Or Were the materials that you provided the learner
useful in helping him/her reach his/her learning
goal?

.

.,
.

,

i7.. If you provided a learning guide was it useful
to the learner? -

4 . -

8. If you referred the learner to an outside agency,
was this agency helpful to the learner

,
..

"9. Overall were you satisfied with how you helped
the learner with his/lierlearning project?

..,

4,

114
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..10. Did' you fee) you: had' enough, time to Work with the learner?

Yes No

If "no" , ,please co,minerit

a.

11. Mere the facilities and equipment in the library sufficient or what you
needed to help the learner?

Yes' No

II--"no", please comment

12. Did you see indications of change in the learner as a result of his/her
project?

rt.

A

Learner's Advisor

AdVisor's I.D. No.

Date

- B-25
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H. Form H:. Time Record

The Time Record is to be kept by the advisor on the work done for the

learner; a separate time record is used for-rch learner. The -purpose of

this forms fo provide information on how much time is spent in doing tasks

to support a learning project both when the learner is present and between

lert,rner-advisor contacts. This information is needed for projecting staffing

requirements associated with selected levels of service planned in the future.

The tasks li`sted On the left--haid,sicte of the form Have been derived em-

piridally; they have come from the expert ces of libraries pilot testing
advisory and information support services . Eac'h tiine.the-advisor does some

ti

work on the learner's project (e.g. meetin with the, learner, locating/

ordqrihg materials, evaluating materials, etc.) the date should be recorded
4and the time expended should be listed next to the appropriate taslos.

I
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..._ _._

The purpose of this form is to provide information on how ,much time is spent
ioing tasks to support a learning project. This information sis essential

itfor planning the staff levels. needed for future s rvice to the adult indepen-
= ', dent learner. This form is id be filled out by the dvisor each time some wok

is done when the Warrior is present and between contacts.,
;

40

Advisor's Name

Learner's Name

TIME RECORD

0

r
r .

Amount of time spent per function
Date .

Total
Discuthsion between consultant and learner . ,

0

Discussion between consultant and other.
staff or administration

Bibliographic, file or agency searches ,

Lodating or ordering materials .
-

Background reading and think time
(plarfning) '' ,

A
-'

Evaluating materials ._ ..

Reserving materials
A

,

Developing study aids . >

, .

.
.- ..,

Referral or direction to other than library
sources or agencies

%. ,

6ompleting data forms .,.. , .-

Typing or filin6-ceroxing , .

.

Form H - NOV
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